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ART. X.—Some Account of the Arabic Work entitled " Nihd-
yatu'l-irab fi akhbdri'l-Furs iva'l-'Arab," particularly
of that part which treats of the Persian Kings. By
EDWARD Gr. BROWNE, M.A., M.R.A.S.
To the curious book of which the full title stands at the
head of this article, I have already alluded in my communi-
cation to the Journal of January, 1899, on The Sources
of Dawlatshdh, pp. 51-53. I now propose to give such
account of its contents as is possible within the limits
here prescribed. For this purpose I have made use
of the Cambridge Codex (belonging to the Burckhardt
Collection) marked QQ. 225. Though the book is a rare
one, at least three other manuscripts are known — two in
the British Museum (see the old Arabic Catalogue, pp. 418
and 581)l and one (marked A. 1741) at Gotha. The last
was used by Professor Noldeke, in his reference to the
Nihayat, at pp. 475-476 of his excellent Geschichte . . .
der Sasaniden. He describes it as "in the main a quite
arbitrary recension of Dinawari, though here [namely,
in the Romance of Bahrain Chubin] it had before it an
essentially fuller text than this," and briefly characterizes
it as " das seltsame, ziemlich schwindelhafte Werk." When
I first lighted on the book at Cambridge, not being aware
of the existence of other copies, or of Noldeke's unfavourable
judgment as to its value, I was elated beyond measure,
believing that I had at last found the substance of that
1
 These MSS., marked Add. 18,505 and Add. 23,298, I have only examined
superficially, but enough to satisfy myself as to their identity. The former is
a poor and inaccurate text, and is incomplete, the end corresponding with
f. 1855 of the Cambridge Codex. It presents a rather different text in places,
and is entitled in the colophon Ta' rikhu' l-Asma'i. The other, dated A.H. 1043,
more closely agrees with our codex, and is entitled in the colophon " Kitdbu'n-
Nihdt/at, which is the Siyaru'l-Muluk."
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precious translation of the Sasanian "Book of Kings"
{Kliudhdy-ndmali) made about the middle of the eighth
century by the eminent 'Abdullah Ibnu'l-Muqaffa', who,
born and brought up a Zoroastrian, made a profession of
Islam of doubtful sincerity, and was put to death about
A.D. 760. The Siyaru'l-Mulitk, by which title his Arabic
version of the Pahlavi "Book of Kings" (compiled in all
probability in its final form, as Noldeke has shown, during
the reign of Yazdigird III , the last Sasanian king) is
generally known and cited, is professedly the chief, if not
the only source of those portions of tho Nihdyat which deal
with Persian history; nay, the Nihdyat actually pretends
to have incorporated in itself this important work, the source
whence most of the early Muslim historians chiefly drew
their information about ancient Persia, but which, it is to be
feared, is, in its original form, absolutely and irrecoverably
lost. These pretensions can best be made clear by a trans-
lation of its preface, which contains all the direct information
as to the alleged circumstances of its compilation vouchsafed
to us by its author.
[F. 6b.] "Praise be to God, the Lord of the Worlds,
than whom there is no other God, the Best of Creators;
and may God bless Muhammad, the Seal of the Prophets.
There is no strength save in God, the High, the Mighty.
"Says al-Asma'i1:— 'Harunu'r-JLashid the King was
wont, when he was wakeful, to send for mo, and I used
to relate to him the history of former nations and past
ages. And while I was thus entertaining him one night,
he said, " 0 Asma'i, where are these kings and princes ?"
" 0 Prince of Believers," I replied, " they have gone their
way." Then he lifted up his hand to heaven and said,
" O Destroyer of Kings, have mercy upon me on that day
when thou joinest me unto them! " Then he summoned
Salih, the Keeper of his Oratory,3 and said, " Go to the
1
 A distinguished Arabic philologist, born A.D. 740, died A.D. 831. See
De Slane's translation of Ibn Khallikdn, vol. ii, pp. 123-127.
-—- \*a .
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Keeper of the Library,1 and bid him bring forth unto thee
the Chronicles of the Kings {Siyaru'l-JHuluk), and fetch
them hither to me." So the book was brought to him,
and he bade me read to him; and that night I read six
sections2 of it. Then said he: " 0 Asma'i,3 the beginning
of this book, as thou seest, is from Shem the son of Noah.
Hast thou knowledge of the sequence of events from the
time of Adam (on whom be Peace), and of what hath,
been inherited by each successor from the Past, and from
the first by the last ? " Then he continued : " 0 Asma'i,
see what was before Shem the son of Noah by way of
legends and events, and set them in their right order, and
make mention therein of all such as ruled from the time
of Adam (ou whom be Peace) until it came to Shem the
son of Noah, which is the beginning of this book as it is
[here] written, king by king and episode by episode ; and
seek assistance herein of Abu'l-Bakhtari the jurisconsult."4
"'So when it was morning I came to Abu'l-Bakhtari
and told him what the Prince of Believers had commanded,
and the "Book of Origins" (Kitdbu'l-lTubtadd) was sent
for, and we transcribed from it this portion, which we
placed at the beginning of the " Chronicles of the Kings "
(Siyaru'l-Muliik), keeping it apart. And we began with,
the creation of Adam (may God bless him), and his
adventures and history, and his fall from Paradise, and
how he took up his abode at Mecca, and the period of his
sojourn upon earth, from the time when he descended upon
2
 \-~^\ " quires," generally of 16 pages each.
3
 The MS. has «^^j^\ A\j, " al-Asma'i says," or "continues," but
the sense seems to require some such emendation
^JW-eW L J l i ) as I have made.
4
 MS. ^ -ircOl , ; ! . See Ibn Qutayba's Kitcibu'l-Ma'drif (ei.WiistenieU,
p. 258), -who states that he died in A.H. 200 (A.D. 815-816), and describes him
as a weak authority in traditions.
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it until God took him to Himself. Thereafter from amongst
his sons Seth assumed the vicegerency, until [in course of
time] it came to Enoch. (Akhnukh), the son of Mahalaleel
(Mahld'il), the son of Cainan (Qayndn), the son of Enos
(Aniish), the son of Seth {Shith), the son of Adam, and
passed to him. And Enoch was Idris the Prophet (may
God bless him), and he was so called only by reason of
liis assiduous study (dirdsat)' of the Books of Adam and
Seth. Then [we continue with] the Chronicles [f. 7a]
which succeed this, until such time as God sent Noah
to summon his people unto Him, and [with] the story of
the Deluge, and what happened thereafter until Noah's
death. This section was added at the beginning of the
*' Chronicles of the Kings " in this place, and we kept it
separate therefrom, and constituted it an introduction to
that book (it comprising some ten leaves), in such wise
that the two form a continuous narrative.' "
This Introduction, of which the scope is adequately
indicated above, has no reference to the history of Persia,
either legendary or actual, and makes no mention of
Ibnu'l-MuqafFa', so that a brief mention of its contents,
and of the authorities cited by Abu'l-Bakhtari (who is
represented as the author), will suffice. Contents : Creation
of man.—Adam and Eve and the Serpent.—Birth of Cain
and Abel and their twin sisters.—Murder of Abel.—Birth
of Seth.—Account of Idris (Enoch) and Noah. Authorities
cited: 'Ata, from ash-Sha'bi from Ibnu'l- 'Abbas; Sufyan
from 'Ata, etc. ; Ibn Bardil; Ibnu'l-Kalbi. This Intro-
duction ends (f. 14ff, 1. 9) with the words " the portion
added to the Chronicles of the Kings is finished." At this
point we resume the translation.
" This is the beginning of the Book of the Chronicles
(Kitdbu'8-siyar), which ceased not to be preserved by the
Caliphs, unto whom may God Most High be merciful!
1
 Cf. Dinawari, ed. Guirgass, p. 3, 1. 10.
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" Saith 'A'mir ash - Sha'bil : — 'Everlasting dominion
which perisheth not and hath no end, and enduring rule
exempt from all decline, belong to God alone (blessed
and exalted is He!), the One, the Single, the Eternal, who
subdueth kings by the permanence of His Kingdom, and
abaseth tyrants by the might of His Rule. Verily hath
God (blessed and exalted is He!) established dominion
amongst the peoples of the earth, and made it fugitive and
transitory, only as a type of His Kingdom which declineth
not, and His Rule which passeth not away.
" ' These are legends of bygone kings and former nations
and past ages ; of the Tyrants (al-Jababira), the Kings of
Yaman {at-Tabdbi'a) and the Monarchs of Persia {al-Akdsira),
with accounts of their circumstances, their histories, their
burial - places, and their lives, and of what hath been
recorded by the Arabs and the Persians concerning their
wars, their raids, their poems, their wise sayings, their
customs, their harangues, their letters, and their decisions,
from the time of Shem the son of Noah until God sent
Muhammad, whom may He bless and keep in peace !
" ' Now they who compiled and composed this book, and
set it in order and perfected its arrangement, having heard
[the incidents therein recorded] from learned men worthy
of credence, were 'A'mir ash-Sha'bi and Ayyub2 Ibnu'l-
Qirriyya, who were amongst the wisest of the Arabs who
concerned themselves with the affairs of former peoples
and were acquainted with what had occurred in past ages.
And herein they were aided by 'Abdu'llah Ibnu'l-Muqaffa',
one of the most learned of the Persians in the Chronicles
of their Kings, and the most profoundly versed in the
knowledge of their affairs, the fruits of their culture, and
the most signal achievements of their wisdom. And he
who convened them [i.e. ash-Sha'bi, Ibnu'l-Qirriyya, and
1
 His full name was Abfi 'Amr 'Amir b. Sharalibil. His mother was one of
the prisoners captured by the Arabs at Jalula (A.H. 12). He died in A.H. 104 or
105, aged 77. See Ibn Qutayba, p. 229 ; Fihrist, pp. 73, 74 of the notes.
J
 See Ibn Qutayba, pp. 46 and 206. He was noted for his eloquence, and
was put to death by al-IIajjaj because he was suspected of inclining to the party
of Ibnu'l-Ash'ath.
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Ibnu'l-Muqaffa'] was 'Abdu'l- Malik ibn Marwan, in the
year 85 ' " [of the hijra = A.D. 704].
Now tMs introduction is more than suspicious; since,
apart from the fact that Arabic prose literature hardly
"began until the 'Abbasid period (late eighth century of our
era), that the general style and structure of the Nihdyat
are utterly unlike the older historical works composed in
Arabic, that we have no record of any such enterprise, and
that it is in the highest degree improbable that 'Abdu'l-
Malik the Omayyad Caliph (reigned A.D. 685-705) should
have troubled himself at all about the legends of the
ancients, the association of Ibnu'l-Muqaffa', who was put
to death at a comparatively early age about A.D. 757, with
a Caliph who died more than half a century before this date,
and with two collaborators of whom one died in A.D. 724
and the other some thirty-five years earlier, is a glaring
anachronism. Yet though the framework of the book is
clearly false, it does not necessarily follow that its contents
lire equally worthless. So learned and early a writer as
al-Jahidh (d. A.D. 869) complained that his contemporaries
were so indifferent to modern merit, however conspicuous,
that he was compelled to attribute his own writings to older
authors, like Ibnu'l-Muqaffa' (d. A.D. 757), in order to secure
for them a circulation.1 One's impulse, on detecting such
false pretensions in a work on which one has spent con-
siderable time and labour, is to cast it aside in disgust,
and so I did with the Nihdyat after I had read it carefully
through, translated a considerable portion of it, and made
a careful analysis of the rest.
Baron Rosen's interesting article on the Khnddy-ndmak,
or Sasanian " Book of Kings," published on the occasion
of the Centenary of the Ecole des Langues Orientales in
the Vostochniya Zamyetki (St. Petersburg, 1895, pp. 153-
191), first brought about a reaction in my mind in
favour of the Nihdyat. For the story about King Balash
1
 See nl-Mas'udi's E'Udbii't-tanbih u-a'l-ishrdf, ed. De Gocje, p. 76.
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(Vologeses) and his two wives (the Indian Princess
and the Groom's daughter) there given on the authority
of al-Kisrawi (ahout A.D. 870), and recovered from later
works wherein he is cited, occurs also in an equally full
or fuller form in the Nihdyat, which also, as observed by
Noldeke, gives in an unusually complete and detailed form
the Legend of Bahrain Chubin, The Nihdyat agrees in
the main with Dinawari (d. A.D. 895), but is often fuller;
and since the additional matter which it contains can be
shown in several cases to occur also in old writers of high
repute, like al - Kisrawi, whose works are lost save for
fragments quoted by their successors, it appears to merit
careful examination, as a source whence we may hope to
increase our knowledge of the half-historical, half-legendary
•contents of the Pahlavi " Book of Kings."
To another feature common to the Nihdyat and Dinaivari
I have called attention in the article already mentioned,
namely, the occurrence of Persian words and phrases cited
in the original. In Dinawari, for instance, we find, besides
numerous Persian titles like Isbahbad (= Spahpet, Sipahbad,
" commander-in-chief "), Hazdr-fatl (— Hazdrpet, Hazdrbad,
"captain of a thousand"), short phrases like "Zeh suwdr !"
("Bravo, horseman!" p. 105), "Mard u mard" ("Man to
man," as a challenge to single combat, p. 130), "Divan
amadand!" ("The demons are come!" p. 133), and the like.
In the Nihdyat such phrases (accompanied in every case,
so far as I recollect, by an Arabic translation) are more
numerous. I cited one connected with the story of Wahriz
and the words zan an in my former article,3 and I will now
give a few more instances. " Shdh-i-Jahdn" (f. 110b) is
-correctly explained as " Iiabbu'd-dunyd," "Lord of the
World." The epithet applied to Yazdigird I, given by
Arab writers as " al-Athhn," is given (f. 123a) in its Persian
1
 Cf. Nbldeke's Gesch. d. Hasaniden, p . 76, n. 2 ad calc.
• I have since found ail allusion to this anecdote in Noldeke's above-mentioned
work, p. 226, n. 2. It occurs in Ibn Qutayba's 'Uyiinu'l-alchbdr (Petersburg-
todex).
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form Baza-kun i^fjS).1 Si u bisi (f. 129«) is rightly trans-
lated " twenty-three." A popular etymology for the name
of the place where Bahrain Gur is supposed to have been
engulfed in a bog while out hunting is given on the same
page as follows :—
JUi <sl i b a..*-, ^ ^ |»l^ j j y JLs
Dinawari's hazdr-mard and &ra» dmadand also occur (ff. 182«
and 2245) with correct explanations, and the cry of the
watchmen round the Royal Palace—"Pas ! Pas ! Pas ! Pas !
Khmraw Shdhdnshdh /" (f. 207b). These examples suffice
to prove clearly that the author or authors of these accounts
were acquainted with the Persian language. As a curiosity
I add the following passage (f. 162a), professing to give the
text and translation of a Persian (presumably Pahlavi)
inscription alleged to have been found in Yaman, although
the Persian text is so corrupt that only some of the words
(ati tusha, "provisionless," bi-khurand bi-masa, "will consume
with relish ") are recognizable :—2
1
 Cf. Noldeke, op. laud., p. 72, n. 4 ad calc.
2
 This passage I have collated with the British Museum MSS., Add. 18,605
(here called A.) and Add. 23,298 (called B.), and the variants from these are
here given.
3 A om
 i ^ J l
* A., B. om.
5
 A. om. [<ui].
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As regards the contents of the Nihdyat, they may be
divided into the period before Alexander the Great (to f. 48);
the Alexander Legend, given with great fulness, and
representing the well-known Romance of the Pseudo-
Callisthenes (ff. 49-71) ; the period of the Parthian or
"Tribal" Kings (Mul&ku't-Tawd'if), with which is associated
the Legend of Budasaf (iff. 72-82); and the Sasanian with
the contemporary Arabian period, which occupies the re-
mainder of the volume (ff. 82-230). It is chiefly, of course,
in the last portion that Ibnu'l-Muqaffa' and his Siyaru'l-
Muliik are cited, though he is occasionally given as the
authority for earlier Persian (but never Arabian) legends,
as, for instance, the Story of Rustam and Isfandiyad (this
form, a more correct though less familiar modernization of
the old Spentaddt,1 is also used by Dlnawari), and the Story
of Farrukhan and Budasaf. As it is his alleged contribution
to the work which I chiefly desire to discuss, the contents
of this portion will be given more fully than the remainder,
but I propose to state summarily the contents of the whole
B.






 A. om. [} «nljji_j].
6 A
- XJ-AJ Joj^ssr*; B -
i Cf. Niildeke's Iranische Nationalepos (separate reprint from Geiger and
Kuhn's Grundriss d. Irmischen Phifologie), pp. 5 and 10.
j.it.A.s. 1900. 14
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book. In so doing I shall often have occasion to refer to
Dinawari's al-Akhbdru' t-Tiwdl (ed. Guirgass, Leyden, 1888),
which I shall denote by the letter 'D.,' and to Noldeke's
translation of this portion of Tabari, entitled Geschichte
. . . der Samniden (Leyden, 1879), which I shall denote
by the letter ' T.'
The formal description of QQ. 225, the Cambridge MS.
of the Nihuyat,1 is as follows:—Ff. 232 of 191 x 12-8 c. and
29 11.; good, clear naskh; some leaves supplied in a later
and worse hand; rubrications; transcribed by a certain
Fathu'llah in the middle of Kabi* I, A.H. 1024 (= April,
A.D. 1615), for the library of Sayyid Ahmad b. Sayyid
Muhammad Abu's-Safa. Five leaves have been added at
the beginning, of which ff. 36-5 are occupied by a Table
of Contents. The original f. 1, therefore, is now f. 6 ; f. 2 =
f. 7, etc. F. 13 of the original has been lost and replaced
by two new leaves (ff. 18, 19) ; so, too, f. 20 of the original
= ff. 26-27. Ff. 216 and 221 of the original (= ff. 223,
228) are missing. The text ends on f. 223 of the original
(=z f. 230), and the last two leaves are blank. The colophon
is as follows :—
^i *£*• \
The contents of the book up to the preface of the so-called
Siyaru'l-Mul&k have already been described, and we
therefore begin at f. 145.
1
 Even the slight examination of the two British Museum MSS. which I have
been able to make sufficed to convince me that the Cambridge codex is far
superior to them in point of accuracy.
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Death of Noah. — Shem and his children. — Jamshid
Vivailhana (D. 4, \^^}, here corrupted into ^ s T y ) .
—Persian accounts of him from Ibnu'l - Qirriyya = D. 9,
11. 4-10 (f. 15).—The confusion of tongues (^-J^ J J - J )
and dispersion of the nations (f. 17).—The stories of 'A'd,
Dahhak-Bivarasp who overthrew Jamshid, Og the son of
Anak, Hud the Prophet, and the Garden of Iram, with
'Abdullah b. Qulaba's narrative (f. 22). — Sepulchre of
Shaddad, with Arabic verses alleged to have been inscribed
on it in the Himyarite character (f. 24). — The Leaden
Cupola (f. 25). — Story of Dahh&k - Bivarasp continued
{=D. 6-8). —Burial-places of Murtadd b. Shaddad, his
son 'Amr, his grandson 'A'mir, the Prophet Hud, the son
and grandson of Shadid, etc. (f. 35).—Accounts of Salih. the
Prophet (f. 38), Abraham (f. 41), the War of the Amalekites
with Jurhum (f. 43), the Mission of Shu'ayb, the Destruction
of Sakhar, Jashim and Wabar, the descendants of Jurhum
b. Qahtan (f. 45).
At this point Ibnu'l-Muqaffa' is first formally cited as
the authority for the story of Hustam's combat with
Isfandiyad in the following words (f. 45«):—
Of this episode I shall give a complete translation, as
a specimen of this portion of the book, but, before doing
so, I will mention the names cited as authorities in the
pages already reviewed, i.e. the first 44 ff. of the MS.:—
ash-Sha'bi, Ibnu'l-Qirriyya, Daghfal, here called ash-
Shaybani (cf. Ibn Qutayba, p. 265), Ibnu'l-Kays an-Namari
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(Ibn Qut., pp. 46, 266), Wahb [b. Munabbih], 'Abdu'llah
b. Qulaba, Ka'bu'l-Ahbar (erroneously described as living
in the reign of Mu'awiya, who reigned A.H. 41-60, whereas
he died A.H. .32), Bistam of Hadramawt (cited by Daghfal),
Ibnu'l-'Abbas, al-Asbagh b. Binana, 'Abdu'llah b. Saldm,
'Abdu'llah b. Kamil al-Jubani, al-Bashir b. Hayazim
al-Himyan, Omayya b. Abi's-Salt, and al-Lissin. This-
list is, I believe, complete.
" The Narrative returns to the Kings of Persia : Narrative
of Rustani and Isfandiyad.
" Says [the narrator] : ' In this age occurred the combat
between Rustani and Isfandiyad. Says 'Abdu'llah Ibnu'l-
Muqaffa': " I find in the books of the Persians the combat
of Rustam and Isfandiyad ; and that the cause of this was
that Bushtasf, the son of Bukht-Nussar (for the Arabs call
Luhrasf Bukht-Nussar), when King Zaradusht (Zoroaster)
came to him, saying} ' / am an Apostle from the Lord of the
Worlds unto thee, and unto the people of my country, and
of thy kingdom, to invite thee unto the Religion of the
Magians,' Bushtasf [I say] replied, 'And what is the
Religion of the Magians ? ' And [Zoroaster] answered,
'That marriage with sisters and mothers and daughters is
lawful unto thee ; and the worship of the Sun and of
Fire.' So Bushtasf hearkened unto that whereunto the
accursed one3 invited him as to the abandonment of his
religion in which he had been ; and he went over to the
religion of the Magians, and induced the people of his country
to do the same, so that, willing or no, they acquiesced. Now
at the beginning of the reign of Bushtasf there had marched
against him from the country of Egypt a king of the
children of Ham at the head of a thousand thousand men
of the people of his kingdom. And Bushtasf went forth
1
 = Dinawari, p. 27. The passages which occur in D. are here placed in
italics.
2
 This epithet, of course, as well as the summary account of the Zoroastrian
creed, is an addition of Muhammadan origin.
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to meet him with his hosts, having with him his son
Isfandiyad; and they fought a fierce fight, and the victory-
was to the sons of Ham over Bushtasf, and they took him
captive. And liustam teas in his home in Sajistan. Now
men differ as to the genealogy of Rustam. Some of the
learned men of the Persians say that he was of the sons
of Tasm b. Nuh, who were mighty kings ; while some say
that his mother was [f. 45i] Tasmiyya and his father of
the posterity of Nimrod, the son of Kin'an, and that thence
he teas gifted with largeness of frame, strength of body, and
natural might. And when news came to Rustam that
Bushtasf had been taken prisoner, he equipped himself with
twelve thousand men of the people of Sajistan, and marched
on the track of the King of the sons of Ham, who was at
the head of two thousand thousand men, after [deducting]
those of his followers who had been killed. And [Rustam]
fought with him until he delivered Bushtasf from his
hands, and drove him forth from his [Bushtasf's] kingdom.
And when Bushtasf returned unto his capital, he crowned
Rustam with a crown, and made him king over Khurasan
and Sajistan, and permitted him to sit on a throne of gold,
and bestowed on him many lands in fief, and exalted his
rank, and gave him precious gifts; and so he returned to
Sajistan. But when it came to his ears that Bushtasf had
abandoned the religion of his fathers, and had agreed to
that whereunto Zoroaster invited him of the Magian religion,
he was angered thereat with a great anger, and said, ' He hath
left the faith of our forefathers, which the last of us have
inherited from the first, and hath inclined towards the religion
of Zoroaster the infidel.'1 Then he resolved to depose him,
and assembled the nobles of his people, and told them what
the King had done in abandoning the faith of his forefathers
and embracing another faith, and proclaimed to them his
deposition. And they supported him in this, and renounced
their allegiance to Bushtdaf and his son Isfandiyad, who was
the strongest man of his time, and whose skin the Arabs
1
 = D., p. 28, which ends the sentence " to a new religion."
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suppose to have been of brass.1 Then said Isfandiyad's
father to him: ' 0 my son, verily the kingdom will come to-
thee shortly, and thine affairs will not prosper unless thou shalt
hill Rustam and be quit of him. Thou knowest his strength
and his power: choose, therefore, what thou wilt from the hosts,
and march against him, and bid him return to his allegiance.
If he consents, and desists from his present course of action,
well and good; if not, fight with him ; and I trust that
thou may'st conquer him, since thou art his equal in strength
and power.' So Isfandiydd chose from the hosts of his father
twelve thousand men of the most valiant warriors of Persia,
and then marched against Rustam. And news of this reached
Rustam, and he came forth to meet him with the men of
Khurasan and Sajistan, advancing towards him. And the
two armies met in the district of Qumis, and stood facing
one another in battle array.2 And Isfandiyad cried out,
' Where is Rustam ? Let him come forth, that I may
speak with him ! ' 3 So Rustam came forth, and Isfandiyad
said, ' What hath impelled thee to disown thine allegiance
to the King and to revolt against him ?' Rustam replied,
' I am displeased at what he hath done in abandoning his
faith and the faith of his forefathers, and in following
Zoroaster in the religion of the Magians, and entering
into it.' Isfandiyad answered : ' Verily the King perceived
what would befal him from thee in his affairs; abandon,
then, continuance in rebellion, and return unto thine
allegiance, and remember what [kindness] hath been done
to thee by him, and what honour he hath shown thee, and
how he exalted thy station [f. 46«] when thou wert living
in obscurity in thy land, neglected in thy country.' Rustam
answered: ' Verily his obligations to me are greater than
my obligations to him, inasmuch as I delivered him from
1
 He is called in Persian J ^j. , i.e. "having a body of [i.e. strong and
i i. ^ i ii ty li •• i/
tough as] brass.
2
 For these two sentences D. substitutes: "And Rustam came forth to meet
him, and they met between the countries of Sajistan and Khurasan."
3
 In D. the remainder of the narrative occupies only seven lines. The words
"And the Persians tell many tales about this " (i.e. the combat between R. and
I.) stand for the elaborate details here given.
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death after that he had come nigh unto it; neither will
I return to his allegiance until he renounces the religion
of the Magians and returns to the faith of our fathers,
and otherwise I will fight with him and challenge him
to equal combat.' Said Isfandiyad: 'Verily it is not just
that captains should lead their troops into positions of
peril and spare themselves. Make, therefore, a firm covenant
with me, and I will make the like with thee, that thou wilt
spare the two armies from battle, and that the fight shall
be between me and thee alone, thou contending with me
and I with thee; and whichever shall slay his opponent
shall take possession of his kingdom, and unto him shall
its people turn.' Rustam answered, 'This is granted thee,
and to this I consent, for it is fair.' So they bound
themselves by an oath to this, and mutually agreed
thereunto, and the two armies stood in their ranks under
their standards while Isfandiyad went forth unto Rustam,
and they fought a fierce fight until night intervened
between them. And the arms of Rustam could not touch
Isfandiyad by reason of the hardness of his skin, while
Isfandiyad could not prevail against Rustam because of his
strength and power. So they continued thus forty days.
Then Rustam resolved on treachery to Isfandiyad, and drew
up his hosts in battle array, and rushed upon the army of
Isfandiyad and made a great slaughter of them. And
when it was morning, Isfandiyad sent unto Rustara, saying:
' 0 miscreant and traitor, thou hast broken the pact and
betrayed thy trust and pledges which thou didst pledge
me and wherewith thou didst covenant with me : come
forth unto us to do battle!' So Rustam went forth unto
him, and Isfandiyad shot at him a thousand arrows, whereof
not one missed its mark, and the wounds weakened Rustam
so that he came near to falling from weakness. Then
Isfandiyad cried to him, saying: ' This is enough for thee
to-day: get thee back, for we are wearied of fighting.'
Rustam answered: ' I accord thee this: turn back, for verily
one like me is not invited unto anything wherein an equal
is concerned but he accepts.' So Rustam turned back, and
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came at length unto a deep river in his path, and his horse
Rakhsh was unable to cross over it because of its depth.
So Rustam dismounted and put his head between the
fore-legs and the hind-legs of his steed, and carried him
on his neck until he had crossed over the river with him.
And Isfandiyad, beholding this, said to his followers: ' Do
ye not see how Rustam, notwithstanding the wounds in his
body, hath been able to carry his horse, which is one
of the stoutest of steeds? There is not the like of him
amongst the Persians!' And Rustam spent the whole night
plucking out the arrow-heads from his body until it was
morning. Then he summoned a soothsayer who was with
him, and said, ' What thinkest thou about Isfandiyad ? '
' My opinion,' replied the soothsayer, ' is that thou wilt soon
slay him [f. 466], but that thou wilt not long survive him
ere thou too shalt perish.' ' I care not,' said Rustam,
' what befalls me so that I kill him; but how shall I contrive
to kill him when my weapons make no impression on his
skin ? ' ' JSTo weapons/ replied the soothsayer, ' will make
any impression on it save the branches of the tamarisk
which is in an island called the Island of Kazarun.' And
when Rustam heard this, he sent to Isfandiyad to request
a postponement of the battle, holding out hopes of a return
to his allegiance ; and Isfandiyad consented to this. So
Rustam embarked on a ship until he came to this island,
which was one of the dependencies of Tabaristan ; and he
.cut from the tamarisk three shafts. Then he returned and
made them arrows, fitting them with points and feathers.
Then he sent to Isfandiyad challenging him to battle, and
he came forth unto him, and Rustam shot him with these
arrows in a mortal place, and he died. Then his hosts
returned unto Bushtaxf and informed him of what had happened
as to the death of his son Isfandiyad and the cause thereof;
and thereat sorrow overcame him, and he sickened with the
sickness whereof he died. And he bequeathed the kingdom to
his grandson Bahman, the son of Isfandiyad,1 and then died.
1
 = D., 28, 11. 13-15, which continues: "And when Bustam returned unto
his ahode in the land of Sajistan it was not long ere he died.''
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And after the destruction of Isfandiyad, Rustatn went forth
to the chase, and there sprang up before him a wild ass,
and he galloped after it, and came, while his horse was
at full gallop, to a well, and fell into it, and died. But
it is said [by others] that the wounds inflicted upon him
by Isfandiyad's arrows overcame him so that he died. And
Bushtasf reigned a hundred and twenty years, and was
succeeded by Bahman, the sou of Isfandiyad, the son of
Bushtasf." ' "
Continuation of Abstract (f. 46b).
Account of Bahman the son of Isfandiyad.—He marries
[D. 29, frakht] the daughter of Salmal [D. 29, Samal], the
son of Rakha'tam [D. **?>~j\ = Hehoboam], called by the
Persians Ummidh-dukht, who was one of the Jews whom
Bukht-Nussar (Nebuchadnezzar) led away captive. — Her
brother Ruynal [D. Kubil] is made king over Syria by
Bahman, and ordered to restore the Temple.—Tomb of
Daniel at Siis.—Its rediscovery in the time of 'Umar the
Oaliph (f. 466). — Kings of Qahtan in Yaman. — Burial-
place of Abu Malik b. Shimr b. Abi Karib, with Arabic
verses engraved on an ebony throne therein (f. 47a).—
Account of the Tubba' al-Aqrau (f. 476).
The Persian Legend from Bahman to Alexander.
Bahman has a son Sasan and a daughter Khumdni. The
latter, after the incestuous custom of the Magians [called
Khvetuli-das], he takes to wife. When at the point of death
(having then reigned eighty years), he causes her to be
crowned, and bids her act as regent, but, if she bear a son,
surrender the power into his hands when he has reached
years of discretion. She bears a son, Dara, and abdicates
in his favour when he is 30 years old. Her brother
Sasan, greatly vexed at his exclusion from the Crown,
betakes himself to the Kurds in the mountains and becomes
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a shepherd, whence he is called " Sasan the Kurd" and
"Sasan the Shepherd." Khumani invades Rum, and compels
two architects whom she takes captive to build for her
three palaces in Fars— one in Istakhr, one on the road
thence to Khurasan, and the third two parasangs along the
road to Darabjird. Legend said to have been read on one
of her coins [see J.R.A.8. for January, 1899, p. 52]. On
the coronation of Dara, his mother Khumani takes the veil
and retires into private life (f. 48b).
The above portion of the narrative corresponds very
closely with Dinawari (pp. 29-30), and is given on the
authority of Ibnu'l-Muqaffa', who is cited three or four
times, but the coin-legend is apparently not ascribed to this
source. At this point there is a transition to the history
of Yaman, and the legend of Dhii Jayshan, Tasm, and
Judays, wherein occurs an episode presenting a striking
analogy (to which attention has been called by Baron Carra
de Vaux) with the coming of Birnam Wood to Dunsinane
in "Macbeth." This is followed (f. 516) by an account of
the sepulchre of Dhii Jayshan, who was defeated by Dara,
to whom the narrative now returns.
Elated with pride at his victory over Dhii Jayshan, Dara
invades Rum with 100,000 men, defeats Philip of Macedon
[Fihiffm, Filifus, in D., p. 41, al-Faylafm, for the less
correct FUaqus of Nidhami and other Persian writers] in
Syria, and exacts from him a yearly tribute of 1,000
[D. 100,000] nuggets of gold each weighing 40 mithqals,
which tribute was paid till the death of Dara I and the
accession to the throne of his son Dara II.
At this point (f. 52a) the narrative again turns to Yaman,
and recounts the bursting of the dam of al-'Iram, etc.,
after which we come to the Legend of Alexander, which is
given at great length and occupies ff. 56a-79a. First
come the Persian and Greek accounts of his parentage,
and the Persian popular etymology of his name, the plant
after which he is called being here designated Iskandar
[D. Al mndar\. This corresponds very closely with D. 32—34,
but the dialogue between Aristotle and Alexander [merely
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described by D. as "a long harangue," <^,fe i^ac-y, p. 33]
is here given more fully, as well as several miraculous
circumstances connected with the liberation of Aristotle
from prison by an angel, the destruction, by fire from
heaven, of the soldiers who try to recapture him, and
the final conversion of Alexander. The war between him
and Dara, as well as the negotiations which preceded it,
are described much more fully than in D. 34. Dara sends
five ambassadors to Alexander (f. 596) with a second letter,
and also, " to prove his understanding," the following
objects: a golden box or coffin, a precious pearl, a polo bat
and ball, and a stocking filled with sesame or coriander-
seed. Alexander interprets the pearl as the kingdom of
Dara, " which shall become wholly mine, even as this pearl
lies in the hollow of my hand "; the golden box as Dara's-
treasure; the bat and ball as himself and Dara, " whom
I will drive before me as the ball is driven by the bat" ;.
and the stocking full of sesame as the Persian hosts,
"whom," said he, placing some of the seed in his mouth,
" I will grind to powder even as I crush this in my mouth."
He then loads Dara's envoys with presents, and gives them
a bag of mustard-seed for the Persian king, who tries to
treat it as Alexander treated the millet, with what results
may be readily imagined. The narrative now runs very
close to that of the Shdhndma (ed. Macan, vol. iii, pp. 1269
et seqq.), and is much fuller than D.; but it differs from
the latter in not making Alexander the instigator of Dara's
assassination, in adding an ornate harangue delivered by
Dara to his troops (f. 60), and in mentioning several persons
(Dara's minister Mah-adhar, his brother Mardan-bih) and
places (Juy-bih near Kaskar) not there mentioned. The
account of Dara's death and last wishes, the punishment of
his murderers, and Alexander's marriage with his daughter
Rawshanak (Roxana) are much the same as in D.
The remainder of the Alexander legend, which is less
intimately connected with Persia, agrees very closely with
the Shdhndma (iii, pp. 1304-1359), both in matter and
arrangement, and less closely with Dinawari, who omits
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several episodes, such as Alexander's visit to the holy men
•called here ^13 U^ . ' , but by Firdawsi (SL, pp. 1327-1331)
•" Brahmins." The description of them and their city, here
called tU^Ux^i, closely agrees with Qazwini's account of
Jabalq and Jabars in the At/idru'l-Bildd (pp. 17-18). These
holy men, questioned by Alexander, foretell the course of
bistory down to the time of Islam (ff. 68b-70b). Next
comes the account of the people described by D. (p. 89,
11. 15-18), who are here placed under a queen named
{jMjj\ijJ; then Alexander's journey to the West, the city
of Jabars, the boiling Fountain wherein the sun sets, and
the Land of Darkness; the colloquy with the gigantic birds
and with Israfil the Angel (Shdhndma, iii, pp. 1340-1341).
For what follows not Ibnu'l-MuqafFa' but ash-Sha'bi', on
the authority of 'Abdu's-Sulam, is cited. This includes
Alexander's quest with Khidr after the Water of Life, to
which he is incited by his Guardian Angel J^.^jJ , wherein
Israfil and the gigantic birds are again introduced; the
building of the cities &+jfi> [D. 38, ^J^ili] and *fj)~>, here
regarded as successive names of one town, not (as in D.)
as two separate places; the journey through the lands of
the Slavs, Khazars, and Turks to China, and the submission
of its Emperor [ = D. 38]. Then follow a number of
marvels omitted by D., such as the destruction of Alexander's
minister ^^Li l (? Phiieinon) and a thousand of his men by
a sea-monster; the Image of Kiis the son of Feridun;
Jabars and Jabalq ;• the talking trees; the Dragon slain
by cow-shaped automata; the dead King of 'Ad on the
mountain spur; the dialogue of Alexander with the Angel
who sustains the mountain, who gives him the title Dhu'l-
Qarnayn and much good counsel; the horse-headed folk who
speak the language of " the Blacks," etc. The remaining
episodes — viz., Gog and Magog, and the Great Wall;
Alexander's return to Persia, Syria, and Jerusalem; the
twelve cities built by him; his discussion with Aristotle as
to the best means for securing peace to his country after
his death, and the institution of the Muluku't-Taicd'if or
"Tribal Kings" .(= Sh., iii, p. 1354); and Alexander's
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death and burial—occur also in D. (pp. 39-41), though in
a more meagre form. The Nihdyat, for example, places the
capitals of the Persian " Tribal Kings " at Mahin, Saymara,
Masbadhan, Nahavand, and Mihrazfadan; mentions the
appointment of ^.-J^-t (also later in the book ij"-»j&,
U^*jH • cf. Noldeke's Sasaniden, p. 1, "Mihrmas?"), the
grandsire of Ardashir Babakan, as king of Istakhr; and
gives what purport to be inscriptions, letters, and funeral
orations (= Sh., iii, p. 1359) in abundance. The forms of
the many foreign names mentioned in the Alexander legend
vary considerably in the Nihdyat (N.), Dinauari (D.), and
Macan's ed. of the Shd/indma (Sh.), for instance : ^^^ N.
J Sh. 1310-1312; aiUii N. = <^-V Sh. 1312-1327
i.»\i^J D.; Jji N. = JuJ Sh. —^jrii D.;
N. = J*}j±*! Sh.; j ^ J N. = ^jb+j Sh.; jJ& N. =
Sh.; ^Us^J N". = ^bj Sh.; OjlU K - U}ft I).;
N. = u^jlijj D.; (jmjjlj ' JJ_JU N. = (j"J_>^ ' ' Jjj'^'
D.; (^jjl^-^* N. = (jy«jjL^-j^ », tjMyJ~>-'i D. ; J«A^ N. =
D.; <u»y N. = <Ci/ D., etc.
i/je Death of Alexander to the Rise of the Sdsdnian
Dynasty.
We now come to the period of the Muluhit-Tawd'if, or
" Tribal Kings," of which the events are so scantily repre-
sented in the national tradition that they hardly fill one
page of Macan's edition of the 8/idhndma. The length of
this period, between the death of Alexander and the
establishment of the Sasanian dynasty, is represented here,
as in nearly all Arabic and Persian sources, as 266 years
instead of about 550, which was its actual duration. The
reason of this false chronology is explained by the learned
Mas'udi in his KitdbiCt-tanb'ih wa'l-ishrdf (ed. De Goeje,
pp. 97-98). When Ardashir Babakan, says he, had over-
thrown Ardawan the Parthian, and established himself as sole
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ruler of Persia, a prophecy was current that 1,000 years after
Zoroaster the religion founded by him and the Persian Empire
would fall together. Now Zoroaster is placed by Oriental
historians about 280 or 300 years before Alexander, since
whose t ime 550 years more had elapsed, and therefore only
about 150 years of the thousand were still left; so Ardashir,
fearing, probably, that the prophecy might conduce to its
own fulfilment, deliberately cut off some three centuries
from this period, thus extending the prophesied duration of
his dynasty 434 years, the approximate time (A.D. 226-652)
of its actual duration. This falsification of the records
Mas'udi calls " an ecclesiastical and political secret of the
Persians ." The story is a curious one, as apparently
ascribing efficacy to what is recognized as a forged prophecy.
To return, however, to the Nihdyat. To what D. (p. 4 1 ,
11. 10—15) says about the method of settling disputes
employed by the " T r i b a l K i n g s " it adds (f. 79a) that
they were eager after wisdom and culture, and that in their
time were written the Books of Kalila and Dimna, Sindbdd,
Luhrdsf, Shimas, Yusfdsf (*_i.-iU~=jj), Baluhar (J&^J), and
Mariil (<_)_}_/*), "that is to say," adds the author, "in the
time of (jwli-Jj (PApollonius or Pliny), the expert in
talismans." After a brief mention of the coming of Christ
[ = D . 42, 11. 19-20] and the reign of Ardawan b. Asha
b. Ashgh&n [ = D . 42, 11. 12-19], there follows, on the
authority of Ibmi'l-MuqanV, the episode of Biidasaf, an
adaptation of the Buddha legend, wanting in D., of which
the contents are as follows (ff. 79b-86b):—
Legend of Buddsaf (Buddha).
King Farrukhan b. A'farin b. Asha b. Sabur b. Ardawan
(or Adrawan), being childless, prays for a son. His prayer is
answered by the birth of Budasaf. As this prince increases
in years he is filled with sadness at the transitoriness of all
earthly things and the misery which prevails in the world,
and desires to withdraw from public life and become a hermit.
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He questions and argues with his father, who bids him
publicly.discuss his proposal with the people, appointing the
monk Sham'un (Simeon) arbiter. The King" first addresses
the assembly, telling them that "there has befallen them what
befell the bird Shirma " (U^-i). The Prince retorts with
the Story of the Partridge (*Ua5), which is met on the part
of the people by the Story of the Gazelle called 1^«^.
After the relation of these and other fables the Prince is
finally permitted to depart and adopt the ascetic life. He
retires to a mountain in 'Iraq on the confines of Ahwaz
called i 9&f« (perhaps a corruption of jjiXiub^-n, Mihrjdn-
gadhaq, D. 42, 1. 14). The King of Ahwaz and his beautiful
daughter come to spend the summer in a castle situated near
this mountain. One day the King chances on Prince
Budasaf and holds with him a discussion, in which the
Parable of the three men in the Garden is introduced.
The Princess, hearing of Budasaf, desires to join him in
his ascetic life, and confides in her old nurse, who devises
a plan to bring about their marriage. The old nurse holds
a discussion with Budasaf, in which are introduced other
parables of birds, etc. Budasaf is finally induced to marry
the Princess, who joins him in his life of pure devotion.
Meanwhile Farrukhan dies, and his people seek out Budasaf
and endeavour.to persuade him to rule over them in place
of his father. Another discussion follows, in which another
pious hermit is appointed arbiter. Budasaf is eventually
persuaded to consent to his people's wish and accept the
crown. Advice of the old nurse to the Princess, and of her
three sisters. A son is born to Budasaf and his wife in
their old age, who is Ardawan (A'dharwan), the last Parthian
king, whom Ardashir Babakan overthrew. This legend,
evidently of Indian origin, and belonging to the Buddha
and Barlaam - Josaphat cycle of stories, presents a close
analogy with the Story of Balash the Sasanian, the Indian
Princess, and the groom's daughter, published with a
Russian translation by Baron Rosen in the Vostochniya
ZamyUki (pp. 153-165), and given further on in the
Nihdyat (iff. 135&-1426).
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"We now enter on the Sasanian period, which, with the
corresponding Arabian history, occupies the remainder of
the volume (ff. 89a-230b). In order to keep this article
within reasonable limits I shall as far as possible ignore
what concerns only the Arabs, and shall, moreover, take
Dinawari's account of the Sasanian kings (pp. 44-149) as
my basis, noting only such passages of the Nihdijat as are
omitted from his history or occur in a different form.
These matters I shall arrange under the names of the
successive kings of the House of Sasan, adding the date
of each king (taken from Noldeke) and the portions of
Dinawari (D.) and the Nihdyat (N.) which deal with his
reign. Noldeke's Sasaniden (transl. of Tabari) is cited as T.
1. Ardashir Bdbaldn (A.D. 226-241: N.89-101; D. 44-48).
On the death of Babak, King of Istakhr, his son Ardashir
is chosen to succeed him.—His brothers are jealous and
revolt, but while marching against him are destroyed by
the collapse of Khumani's palace (see p. 212, supra), situated
four parasangs from Istakhr, in which they have alighted
for the night [T. 8].—Ardashir's dream [ = T . 6].—His
harangue to his people.—He takes Daiabjird.—Slays^^i-
[probably = Gochihr, j&j>~ : see T. 4 and n. 4 ad calc.~\,
king of LJ-^ T > an(i appoints Narsi [? = Tire of T. 4-5]
governor of his territory. — The kings of F&rs thereon
complain of Ardashir's aggressions to Ardawan, who writes
a letter of remonstrance.—Ardashir writes a circular letter
to the kings, including Ardawan, who is furious [D. 44]
and sends a second letter, to which also he receives no reply.
—Ardashir conquers Shapur and Isfahan, defeats and slays
Ardaw&n in the plain of Badarjan [D. 44, Hurmuzdjan]
at the end of the month of Mihr [so D.], seizes Nahavand,
and takes to wife a cousin of Ardawan [D. 45 makes her
a niece of Ardawan's son Farrukhan, who is represented
in this account as the last Parthian king ; T. 27 merely
describes her as of the family of Ashak, i.e. one of the
Arsacides], not knowing that she belongs to the family
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of his dead foe. This leads up to the well-known story of
Abarsam [here described as ^\ Jj^l ^ : cf. T. 9 and n. 1;
27, n. 2] and the birth, concealment, and recognition of
Shapur [here, as in T. 28, Shah-puhar, ^*-=rJ> jj& al£ . .
I__£L*H ij]\~\, from which, however, it is separated by an
account of Ardashir's further conquests of Ahwaz, Hamadan,
Quin, Ray, Dashni, Merv, A'dharbayjan, and Armenia; his
defeat of the seventeen allied kings under Mihrak, the son
of Fadhan, King of Babylon, Khutarniya, and Sura, and his
son Shadh-mihr [cf. T. 11 and n. 2, and 43 seqq.] ; his
assumption of the title Shdhdnshdh [D. 45, 1. 17] ; and
his restoration of al-Mada'in (originally built by ^> <-r>\)
So far the narrative contains hardly any new elements;
what remains (ff. 935—1015) is of a less familiar and more
legendary character. It is related that Christ (placed by
a gross anachronism in this period, although previously
mentioned in the Parthian time) sent one of his disciples
to Ardashir [D. 46], who was well received by his Minister
on the recommendation of his son. Ardashir's favourite
horse falls sick and dies, but is restored to life by this
disciple in his Master's name, whereupon Ardashir, his son
Shapur, and his Minister embrace the Christian religion
[cf. D. 85], and endeavour to persuade the Persian nobles
to do the same. In this attempt, however, Ardashir is
unsuccessful, and is compelled thereafter to conceal his
belief for fear of being deposed. The parallel which this
legend offers to the healing of King Gushtasp's favourite
horse by Zoroaster is so obvious that we can hardly doubt
that we have here one of those transferences noted by
Noldekc (Das iranische Nationalepos, pp. 3, 4, and note
ad calc).
The institutions of Ardashir are next discussed, viz.: how
he organized the kingdom; how he chose his knights (ij*\~>\);
how he chose his secretaries ; how he guarded his frontiers;
how he received ambassadors; how he built cities; how he
dealt with the Noble Houses ( i - J^ l < ^ > ^^ , the members
J.R.A.S. 1900. 15
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of which are the Bar-bitan of the Pahlavf inscriptions); how
he caused the land to prosper; how he instituted the five
classes or castes (of priests, warriors, scribes and poets,
farmers, and merchants), causing each to wear a distinctive
mark; and how he devised a means whereby all who thought
themselves wronged could be sure of submitting to him
personally their appeal. This last institution is described
in exactly similar terms in the Siydsat-ndma (ed. Schefer,
p. 10; transl., pp. 12-13), which is interesting, as revealing
a common source for both books which cannot be placed
later than the eleventh century of our era.
Finally, we have the account of Ardashfr's death after
a reign of 40 years and 10 months (sic!); his dying
injunctions to his son Shapur, which include a prophecy
of the fall of the dynasty after 600 years (sic !); and the
names of the six cities founded by him, which, though
corrupted in several cases, agree on the whole with D. 47,
and less closely with the eight cities in T. 19-20.
2. SAdp&r I (A.D. 241-272: N. 102S-104«; I). 48-49).
The accounts of this reign are scanty in both N. and D.,
but the agreement is close. N., after its usual fashion, gives
the speech made by Shapur on his accession. The story
of the building of Bel-abad [Beth Lapat : see T. 40-41],
omitted by D., is here given. The name of Valerianus
[T. 32 and n. 3 ad calc.~\ here occurs as ^yl j^J l , fjjjyXjj2\,
and (j^yl^Jl. In the Roman campaign <£jij!l]i [D. 48] is
here called s^J^te, as in the L. and P. MSS. of D.
Appearance of Manes [ = D . 49, T. 40]. Shapur dies after
a reign of thirty-one years [=D. 49, 1. 5: cf. T. 42].
3. Hurmuzd I (A.D. 272-273 : N. 105-106 ; D. 49).
Throne-speech.—Manes put to death [ = D . 49],—Testa-
mentary injunctions of Hurmuzd to his son.
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4, 5, 6. The three Bahrdms (A.D. 273-293 : N. 106-107;
D. 49).
Bahram III, called Sagdmhah, is ignored, as in D. 49 ;
and the accounts of the others are meagre and inaccurate.
Bahrain II is here stated to have conceived a dislike to
the Zoroastrian religion because of the incestuous marriages
sanctioned by it, and to have sent to India for Christian
teachers. Seven missionaries are sent. He becomes a
Christian, attempts to convert his people, is threatened
with deposition, and conceals his faith (cf. Ardashir, p. 219,
•supra).
7, 8. Ndrsi and Rurmuzd II (A.D. 293-309 : N. 1086; D. 49).
9. Shdpur II Dhu'l-Alddf (A.D. 309-379 : N. 109-113,
118-120 ; D. 49-52).
The agreement with D. is very close, and includes the
pre-natal coronation ; the Arab invasion of Persian territory
in Shapur's childhood ; his acuteness in the matter of the
bridges ; his defeat and punishment of the Arabs ; his
adventure with Mulayka, the daughter of Dayzan and
Dukht-nush [D. 50 ^ . i l i - i ] , which incident really belongs
to the reign of Shapiir I [T. 34-40] ; his war with Julian
(here called tj*y\}ji : cf. D. 51, note d) and peace with
Jovian (here (j^JL^J : cf. D. 52, note e) ; and the cession
of Nisibin to the Persians and its colonization by 12,000
of them from Istakhr, to which N. adds " 4,000 from
Isfahan." The only additions in N". are Shapur's title
Shdh-i-jahdn = Rabbu'd-dunyd (cf. p. 201, supra), a trans-
lation of a short harangue alleged to have been delivered
by him to his people " in Persian " in the fifth year of his
reign, and a few trivial amplifications of the Roman War.
The narrative of his reign is followed by a long account of
Jirjis the Christian saint, filled with miracles and marvels,
and by the story of Judayma and Hind az-Zabba, which
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offers a remarkable parallel to the Zopyrus legend. This
story is alluded to in D. 56 as well-known, but is not
there given.
10, 11, 12. Ardashir II, Shdpiir III, Bahrain IV
(A.D. 379-399 : N. 120-121; D. 53).
Of these three kings the first is entirely omitted both by
N. and D., while the accounts of the others are very meagre.
Except for the throne-speeches of each, and the substitution
of twenty for thirteen years in the reign of the latter, N. is
practically identical with D.
13, 14. Yazdigird I, Bahrdm V Gur (A.D. 399-438:
N. 122&-1295 ; D. 53-60).
The Persian original of Yazdigird's title al-Athim is given
as Baza-kun (cf. p. 202, supra), and the usual throne-speech
is ascribed to him. His faults are summed up as a fondness
for conferring titles on unworthy persons, arrogance, con-
tempt for learning and religion and systematic opposition
to their professors, and extreme wilfulness. The birth of
his son Bahrain Grur is placed in the second year of his
reign, on the day of Hurmuzd in the month of Farvardin.
When Mundhir is summoned to receive and take charge
of the child, Yazdigird confers on him a twofold promotion
and the titles Afzud Khurrahi and Mustard Mastardn
(1 123a) :
[These titles are given by T. (pp. 86-87) as Rdm-avziidh
Yazdijird and Mahisht.~\ The account of Bahrain's training
is a little fuller than in D. He studies with three Persian
and three Arabic tutors (D. 53 says "two" in each case)
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for seven years, till he reaches the age of 12, when he
devotes himself to horsemanship and archery. As he grows
older he persuades Mundhir to give him four concubines and
five of his best horses. One of the former named A'zadwar
accompanies him to the chase, and he, at her request, to
display his skill in archery, shoots at a gazelle which is
scratching its ear and pins the ear to the foot, but after-
wards discards A'zadwar because she has imposed on him
such a test.—His skill as a hunter.—His encounter with
a lion.—He visits his father Yazdigird at Ctesiphon, but
wearies of his life there and returns to Mundhir.—Yazdigird
is killed by the demon-horse [T. 77-78 and note] when he
has reigned 21J years [ = D. 57J.
The proposal to exclude Bahram from the throne and
the setting up in his place of a descendant of Ardashir
Babakan stand in N\ as in I)., but the names of the
conspirators are here omitted.—Bahram, with Mundhir and
a thousand Arabs, marches on Ctesiphon, and is joined by
12,000 men. The Persians, being alarmed, send a pious
man named Jaivdn-bih [T. " Juwdnoe"] to Bahram, who
proposes that he and his rival Ardashir shall decide their
claims by the ordeal of the lion. This proposal is accepted,
and Bahram is victorious [T. 91-98: D. om.]. He is made
king, pardons those who would have excluded him, and
issues a proclamation.
The next incident is the war with the Khaqan of the
Turks, which is told exactly as in D. 57-59 save in
the following details. The Khaqan is at Qiimis when
the Persians offer him submission and tribute, thinking that
Bahram has fled from his foe. Bahram thereupon doubles
back from A'dharbayjan, whither he has gone, by Day lam
and Tabaristan, to Qumis, occupies a mountain near the
Khaqan's encampment, and about dawn lets loose on
the Turkish camp all the beasts and birds he has captured,
as well as his dogs and falcons, so that the Turks, thinking
themselves to be attacked by an immense host of at least
a million men, flee in panic. Bahram pursues them, kills
the Khaqan, invades their country, delimits the frontier, and
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builds a great tower on it, as in D. 59.—His proclamation
of victory.—His generosity to his army and subjects.—He
consults the astrologers as to how long he will reign.
They tell him si u hist, i.e. 23 years (its actual duration),
but he thinks they mean, not 3 + 20 but 3 x 20, i.e. 60
years (cf. p. 202, supra). His death in the quagmire at Day
Marj (cf. p. 202, supra : D. 59-60; T. 103 and n. 3).
15,16,17. Yazdigird II, Hurmuzd III, Piruz (A.D. 438-484:
N. 1306-135a; D. 60-62).
The account of the first of these kings is even shorter
in N. than in D., his death only being mentioned in con-
nection with the fratricidal struggle between his brothers.
In the account of the flight of Piruz, Kabul takes the place
of Sighaniyan (D. 60), the number of men given to him
by the Khaqan is not specified (D. has "30,000"), and
the condition is the cession of " Talaqan, which is the
country beyond Balkh," instead of Tirmidh. Also Piruz,
on his victory, kills his brother Hurmuzd, instead of "not
punishing him " (D. 60). At this point comes in the story
of Dhii Nuwas, the persecution of the people of Najran,
and the Abyssinian invasion, down to the death of Aryat at
the hands of Abrahatu'l-Ashram [ = D. 62-64]. The con-
version of the people of Najran is here ascribed to a disciple
of Christ called ^yi+i, who by prayer overthrows a sacred
tree which they have previously worshipped.1 The account
of the reign of Pirtiz, his death in the disastrous campaign
against the Turk Akhshawan, and the release of his
daughter Firuzdukht and the Mubadhdn-miibadh by Sukhra
[here called j j j ]/>-_$-»: D.j£-f£>; cf. T. 120, n. 3 ad calc.'],
agrees very closely with D.; but a third city founded by
Piruz in Jurjan (named jjj*i j - * * , not clear) is mentioned,
and the city in A'dharbayjan is here called jjj^i j tali
instead of j)j+* ^ . Also, as usual, there is a throne-speech.
By Ibn HisMm (ed. Wiistenfeld, p. 20) lie is called Faymiyun,
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18. Baldsh (A.D. 484-488 : N. 135J-1426 ; D. 62).
Here, as already noted (pp. 200-201, supra), we have an
important addition, viz. the Story of Balash with the Indian
Princess and the Groom's Daughter, published, with a
Russian translation, by Baron Rosen in his contribution
to the Vostochniya Zamyetki, pp. 153-165. As D. gives
nothing about Balash save the fact that he reigned four
years, I here add a brief abstract of this portion of
the Nihdyat. Balash's accession at the age of 20, and
throne-speech.—His fondness for women. He hears of the
beauty of Harwala, daughter of the King of India, and asks
her in marriage.—Her father urges her to consent.—She
relates the Story of the Owner of the Pearl, and refuses
Balash.—He invades India, kills the Indian king in single
combat, and summons the Princess before him. — She
relates to him the Story of the Diver and the Pearl.—He
brings her back to Persia, houses her magnificently, obtains,
after a while, her permission to visit her, and remains with
her seven days.—His subsequent neglect.—She sends her
nurse to ascertain its cause, and learns the ascendancy
obtained over him by the Groom's Daughter.—The Princess
makes friends with her, finds out how she has succeeded
in winning and retaining the King's affection, induces him
to visit her again, and succeeds in completely captivating
him. — He consents to remain with her three days. — She
relates to him on the first day the Story of the King and
the Beautiful Tree.—Her discourse on the different kinds
of beauty.—She relates to him the Story of the Lion, the
Lioness, and the Hyaena. — On the third day a servant
brings an insulting message to the Princess from the
Groom's Daughter. — The King, moved by the Princess's
tears, gives her the Groom's Daughter, whom she at once
sends for.—The Groom's Daughter arrives, argues with the
Princess, and remonstrates with the King and relates to him
the Story of the Fox and the Birds.—The Princess retorts
with the Story of the Crow and the Pigeon, which the
Groom's Daughter meets with the Story of the Rat, the
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Lark, and the al>^.—Continuation of the discussion.—
The Groom's Daughter poisons herself. [Cf. T. 134,
n. 4 ad calc.; and the Vienna Oriental Journal for 1896,
vol. x, pp. 323-326, where an abstract of this story is given
bv J. Kirste.]
19. Qubadh I (A.D. 488-531: N. 142J-1456; D. 62-69).
His accession at the age of 12 [D. 66, 1. 10 has " 15"].—
Sukhra's regency.—D.'s "Sabur of Ray, one of the sons
of the Mihran [cf. T. 439, n. 1 ad calc.'j al-Akbar, governor
of Babil and Khutarniya," is here called " Sabur, son of
Bahrain, one of the sons of Bahrain al-Akbar, Ispahbadh
of Sawad" (Chaldaea).—He, at Qubadh's instigation, kills
Sukhra and becomes Prime Minister, whence the Persians
say : j ^ \ ^ ^j >-^ -Y& j ^j^)-* J^ CJA*^, " The Fire of Siikhrd
is extinguished, and the Wind of Sabur blows," which remains
a proverb till this day.—In the account of Mazdak, the
heretic and communist, he is described as " from Nasa"
(? of Fasa, near Shiraz : cf. T. 456) instead of "from
Tstakhr" [D. 67], and is said to have been supported by
a Persian noble named i^jt*- ^ L ^ W ^ J — no doubt a
corruption of i^/^p- ^ ^^AJ\jj—Zardtusht son of Khuragdn
[cf. T. 456].—Qubadh only pretends to believe in Mazdak,
but his pretence is taken for reality, and he is deposed in
favour of his brother Jamasp and imprisoned.—His release
and flight with Zarmihr, son of Sukhra, and four other
companions; his marriage at a farm between Ahwaz and
Isfahan with the mother of Nushirwan, and his further
adventures, agree with I). 67 et seqq., but the incident of
the gold-embroidered trousers [omitted by D., but mentioned
in T. 136] occurs. The course of his further flight to the
Khaqan is by Herat, Bushanj (^ C~=ji), and Gilan.—In the
conditions laid down by the Khaqan, Talaqan takes the
place of Sighaniyan. Cf. p. 224, supra, s.v. Piruz, where
the same data (including the 30,000 men furnished by the
Khaqan) occur in another connection.—Qubadh's conquests
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in the land of Rum, and the cities founded by him, are
here given nearly as in D. 68, except that Amad-Qubddh
stands for Abar-Qubddh. Next follows in D. 69 the account
of Niishirwan's character, and his one fault of being over-
suspicious, for which his father takes him to task. In
N. (1446-1456) this is amplified. This Prince's good
qualities are first enumerated. His father sets a watch
over him to ascertain more fully his character, that he may
see whether he is fit for the succession. The qualities
particularly regarded by the Persians as essential to a king
were, wisdom, self-control when angered, truthfulness and
loyalty, generosity, modesty, a cheerful demeanour, and
unwillingness to think evil. Of these seven attributes
Niishirwan is defective only in the last.—Qubadh's counsels
to Nushirwan.—The testament which he leaves to be opened
and read to his son by the Mubadhan-miibadh (explained as
= *LiJL!l ^,-e^) after his death.—This is done.
20. Khusraw I Nushirwan (A.D. 531-578 : N. 146-167;
D. 69-76).
After the reading of the testament above mentioned,
Nushirwan makes the usual throne-speech. — He beheads
Mazdak and his followers. — Divides Persia into four
provinces, nearly as in D. 69, but here Kirman is placed
in the third instead of the first.—War with the Hayatila.
—Defeat of Sul. — The Khazars invade Armenia and
Adharbayjan, but are defeated and almost exterminated.—
Nushirwan builds a stone wall in Armenia to keep them
out of his territories, and appoints one of his Marzubdns
with 12,000 cavalry to guard it. To this Warden of the
Marches is accorded the privilege of sitting on a throne
of gold. " This," adds the author, " is the place which
is called Bdbu'l-abwdb, and the dominion of this Marsubdn
whom he set in this place as a guard remaineth unto his
children until this day . . . . and these are they
who are called [by the title of] ' King of the Throne ' "
(Maliku's-sarir).— The portent of the jackals [ = D. 76,
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T. 250] is related nearly as in D., but the number of unjust
governors put to death [90 in D.] is not here specified. At
this point are inserted the portents heralding the Prophet
Muhammad's birth, the account of 'Abd Manaf, the oracle
of the soothsayer Satih [D. 56, T. 254 et seqq.], and the
prophecies concerning Islam down to the overthrow of the
Omayyads by the 'Abbasids. This is followed by an account
of Hashira and his dream, and of 'Abdu'l-Muttalib. Then
follows the account of the Abyssinian invasion of Arabia
under Abrahatu'l-Ashram, the "People of the Elephant,"
and their miraculous destruction by the birds called abdbil,
in the usual form [D. 64].—Birth of the Prophet in the
"Year of the Elephant," and in the twentieth year of
Niishirwan's reign. Nushirwan dreams that eight battle-
ments fall from his Palace, which is shaken by an
earthquake.—In the morning he is informed by the chief
of the Herbeds of the extinction of the Sacred Fire, and
later he learns of the drying up of the Lake of Kashan.—
His own interpreters of dreams being unable to interpret
these signs, he sends to Nu'man, who sends 'Abdu'l-Masih,
then over 300 years old, to the Persian court. He also is
unable to explain these signs, but promises to go to Syria
and consult the aged Satih, whom he finds in his death-
agony. Satih's oracle [ = T- 253-257] is here given more
fully in the rhymed prose (rctjaz) portion, especially as
regards the final clause :—
ijUwuu.ll i^gti^j o1^ J ^J
J\J3 i^j-st ujCJl^-J t j '
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Story of Raqjqa, the daughter of Abu Sayfi, who was
born on the same day as 'Abdu'l-Muttalib.—Next follows
the Story of Sayf b. Dhu Yazan [ = D. 65-66]. He
appeals first to the Byzantine Emperor at Constantinople
[D. "Antioch"] for help against the Abyssinians.—This
the Emperor refuses, but offers him 10,000 dirhams, which,
however, are declined. Sayf, introduced at the Persian Court
by Ku'man ibnu'l-Mundhir, next addresses the same petition
to Nushirwan, adding to what is recorded by T. (220-227)
the following appeal on the ground of race and colour:—
[Cf. T. 222, 1. 15.] The remainder of the narrative of the
Persian conquest of Yatnan by Wahriz [cf. T. 223 and
n. 2 ad calc.~\, here called Wahzan (perhaps a popular
etymology, Wih-zan = Bih-zan, " shooting well," in allusion
to his lucky shot at Masruq, the Abyssinian king), differs
from Tabari's account only in the following particulars.
The condemned prisoners sent as an army with Wahriz,
the centenarian, and Dhu Yazan are raised in number from
800 to 3,600, and the ships in which they embark are
reduced to seven. They are reinforced on their arrival by
20,000 Himyarites [T. 231, "100,000"]. Masriiq's army
is placed at 30,000 men. To the account of the lucky shot
of Wahriz at the ruby on Masruq's forehead is added the
passage concerning the choice of the arrow which I translated
at pp. 52-53 of the J.R.A.S. for January, 1899. According
to one of Noldeke's notes [T. 226, n. 2], which I then
overlooked, this also occurs in Ibn Qutayba's 'Uyunu'l-
Ahhbdr (St. Petersburg MS.). The text of this passage runs
as follows (f. 154a):—
*J j d£L*n *J
i^lj:
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MJ _
<uj j t i j j C i l i <«J.««1 XJ-MLJ j J\ ^jj <0JJU UJl ^Uj Jl j j
The instructions given by Nushirwan to Wahriz on
hearing of his victory omit D.'s clause about "killing all
the blacks" [cf. T. 234], and add concerning Dhu Yazan
" make him king, if he be of royal blood, but if not, behead
him."—The verses of Omayya b. Abi's-Salt [T. 234-6] are
given.—Embassy from Quraysh to congratulate Sayf b. Dhii
Yazan, whom they find at Ghumdan, the palace built by
Eilqis the Queen of Sheba.—'Abdu'l-Muttalib acts as their
spokesman. — Sayf foretells to him the mission of his
grandson Muhammad the Prophet.—After a reign of seven
years, Sayf is assassinated by his Abyssinian guard [T. 236].
— Wahriz is sent back to govern Yaman, which he rules for
three years, till his death. The description of his shooting
an arrow to determine the site of his grave [ = D. 66,
T. 263] appears to me to furnish a possible elucidation of
part of the Pahlavi inscription of Shapur I at Haji-abad, of
which the published translations seem to the ordinary reader
so unsatisfactory (cf. Haug's Essay on Pahlavi, p. 64).1 Did
Shapur also solemnly shoot his arrow "in the presence of
the satraps, the dukes [of the seven noble houses], the
magnates, and the nobles " with some similar purpose ? The
point seems to me to merit attention.
The Persian governors of Yaman who succeeded Wahriz j
[T. 237] are here ignored. Badhan (called "the son of . ]
lihusrawan") is described as his immediate successor. The 1
war with the Byzantines and its causes come next, agreeing
closely with D. 70-71, but the Persian name of New Antioch
1
 The most satisfactory interpretation of this inscription with which I am
acquainted is that given by Friedrich Jliiller in the Vienna Oriental Journal
for 1892 (vol. vi, pp. 71-75).
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(ar-Rumiyija) is given as ^j^*^~ *VJ^ instead of \j
and the Christian governor Yazd-Fana [ = Yazd- or Izad-
Pandh, D. 71] is here called *<iU3 j^J, an easy graphical
corruption. The Persian resident in Syria, Sharwin [D. 71],
lacks his nisba {£s\*z~>^\).
The next episode is the Eevolt of Prince Anusha-zad
[T. 467-474; D. 71-72], which differs from D. only in
the following particulars. Niishirwan falls ill at Amid
(<J&vJl hjt^*), not Hims.—On Anusha-zad's escape from
prison, he is said to have taken the other prisoners with
him, and to have been gradually reinforced till he had
30,000 followers.—Nushirwan's instructions to the governor
of Ctesiphon, addressed as the Dabir-badh ("Chief Scribe"),
are given in full. His contemptuous estimate of the
Christians, because they are commanded, if smitten on one
cheek, to turn the other, is identical with D. 72.
Next follows the account of Nushirwan's new fiscal
system [D. 72-73 ; T. 241-247] and military reforms
[D. 74-75 ; T. 247-249]. The former he proposes in
a speech (f. 158b), in which he invites discussion, but an
unfortunate secretary who ventures an objection is handed
over to his colleagues and killed by them with their pen-
knives [T. 242-3, and n. 2 on latter].—The Minister of
War, Babak (Papak), is here called "the son of Birudhan"
( ^ i j ^ n ^ ? Piruzan) instead of D.'s "Nahruwdn" (D. 74)
or T.'s "Biruwdn" (T. 247).—The platform erected for
the king at the review is carpeted with U?j-»J j JjSX*it~i.
The story is otherwise the same as in D.
The names of the cities founded by Nushfrwan are
evidently from the same source as D. 75, but the forms
are slightly different in several cases, e.g. for $1* ;j">£~ we
find JLS 1*J2- ; for J^&J, ^jis'33j ; and for the well-known
Some personal traits and anecdotes of Nushirwan next
succeed. His leniency to his personal servants is illustrated
by an anecdote describing how one day, being about to
receive a deputation, he ordered an attendant to bring him
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his crown. The man had been drinking, and his hand
shook so .that he let the crown fall, and it broke at the
King's feet, yet he suppressed his anger and forgave him.
Another similar instance is given in his gentle reproof of
some of his courtiers who listened to the reading of a secret
dispatch by his private secretary (f. 161a).—His dislike
of calumniators and traducers of other men, even, when
they spoke truly.—His preference for public punishments of
delinquents, as likely to produce greater effect.—He bids
his ministers intercede with him for criminals when his
anger ran high, "for," said he, " I have heard from the
doctors of our religion that the greatest reward is for such
as show mercy to sinners."—His love of learning and
philosophy, his tender care of his subjects, his disregard
of gossip and slander, his wise and deliberate discbarge of
business, especially in perilous affairs, and his clemency in
all cases where it was possible, are also enumerated amongst
his virtues.
Here follow some further particulars about 'Abdu'l-
Muttalib, the Persians in Yaman ( S L J ^ ) , Badhan the
governor of that dependency, and the alleged Persian
inscription found there (see pp. 202-3, supra). To these
succeeds a long account (ff. 162A-166&) of Buzurjmihr the
son of Bakhtagan, Bih-Shapur the chief priest (Ifiibadhdn-
mubadh), and Yazdigird the chief scribe, who, with seventy
other wise men, were in constant attendance on the King.—
How Buzurjmihr first comes to the King's notice.—Specimens
of his philosophical aphorisms and wise sayings, filling
several pages (ff. 162&-1666).—Ten aphorisms apiece from
the three wise men above mentioned.
Niishirwan is attacked by a mortal sickness when he has
reigned forty-two years [D. 76 has " forty-eight," which
is correct]. He summons his children and family, and
addresses to them a long exhortation (ff. 166&-1676), with
some additional words of counsel to his successor Hurmuzd.
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21. Hurmuzd IV (A.D. 578-590: N. 1675-178a; D. 77-91).
The usual throne-speech is in this case given also in
D. 77-80, and the two versions correspond very closely,
as they do in the account of his character, and the anecdote
of his severity towards his son and successor, Khusraw
Parviz, on account of a trespass which he had committed
[T. 266]. This is followed by another similar anecdote.
When he was riding out one day towards Sabat, in the
season of the grapes, one of his knights plucked a bunch
of the fruit from a garden wall by the road. He was seen
by the custodian of the garden, who threatened to report
him to the King; and at this threat he Was so terrified
that he gave up his belt, of gold and silver ornamented with
precious stones, to secure the man's silence [T. 267].—
His reply to the Herbeds who wished him to persecute the
Christians [T. 268].—The number of nobles and men of
position whom he put to death for oppression of the poor
is here given as 3,000 instead of the 13,600 of T. 268.
We now come to the troubles of the eleventh year of his
reign, and the beginning of the long episode of Bahram
Chubin [D. 81-104: T. 270-239 and 474-478, where
Noldeke makes special mention of the Nihdyat in this
connection]. The Turkish invading army is here stated
to have consisted of 300,000 men [so T. 269], and to have
advanced to Balkh [D. Herat ; T. Herat and Badghis].
The Byzantine army is reckoned at 100,000 men [T. 80,000].
Armenia is also attacked by the Khazars, and Fars [T. 270,
Sawad] by the Arabs.
Concerning the appointment of Bahram Chubin to lead
the army against the Turks, N. adds the following additional
particulars. After pacifying the Byzantines and driving
off the Khazars, King Hurmuzd holds a council of war,
where many conflicting opinions are advanced. Finally
a Marzaban named Anusha-jan (^ls.-"y]) advises that his
aged father Mthr-bitstan (^b^-i-*), who is an expert in
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Turkish politics, shall be summoned. This is done, and
the old man relates in substance what follows. " 0 King,
thy father Kisra. (Niishirwan) sent me with fifty attendants
to the Khaqan, the King of the Turks, with a letter
demanding one of his daughters in marriage, and com-
missioned me to select the daughter whom I deemed most
suitable. He received us hospitably, and on the third day
summoned me before him to see his daughters, the Khatun,
his queen, being also present. Now such of his daughters as
were of humble origin on the mother's side were splendidly
dressed and ornamented, but his daughter by the Queen
was unadorned. But I detected their intention to mislead
me in my choice, and chose her who was unadorned, and
persisted in this, despite their endeavours to induce me to
choose another. Then the Khaqan sent for one of his
soothsayers named Kundugh (i&S ^£jj 4 < i\j-z) and asked
him his opinion. ' My opinion,' said he, ' is that thou
shouldest give her in marriage to him, for she will hold
a position of high honour, and will bear him a son of
such-and-such attributes [set forth in detail] who will reign
after his father, and whose glory shall be great.' And
thou, 0 King, art he ! Then the soothsayer continued :
' And there shall march against him from our country
a king at the head of a vast host, who shall penetrate to
the confines of his land; and the son of this girl shall send
against him one of his captains with such-and-such attributes
[set forth in detail], who will march against the king of
our people and slay him and despoil his army. But the
son of the king who was slain shall march out against him,
and fight with him again, and scatter his host, and take
him captive, and send him to the son of this girl.' So when
the soothsayer had thus spoken, the King consented to my
choice, and equipped his daughter and sent her with me;
and she, 0 King, is thy mother! "
When King Hurmuzd had heard this narrative, he
enquired of his courtiers, nobles, and captains whether they
knew of any man possessing the attributes ascribed to the
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captain mentioned by the soothsayer. Then arose Yazdan-
Farrukh, the son of Abarkan {^jA ^ £}_/ u)^.)> &n&
said, " 0 King, these are the attributes of Bahrain, the son
of Bahram, thy warden of the marches of Armenia, who
is entitled Chiibin."
Thereupon the King summoned Bahram Chubin, received
him in private audience, and told him the soothsayer's
prediction. Bahram replied: " 0 King, I am a servant
amongst thy servants and a sword amongst thy swords,
wherefore let the King send me against him . . . .
and he shall find in me such strenuousness and such wisdom
in counsel as the best which he hopeth of me, and such
hurtfulness to the King's enemies as he hath been led to
expect from me, so that I will utterly destroy them, and
will accomplish my utmost endeavour ia respect to them."
The King was delighted with Bahram, conferred on him
the chief command, and gave him full choice of equipment.
He chose 12,000 men, all over 50 [D. 82, " 4 0 " ] years
of age, and made Bahram, the son of Siyawushan, the
Captain of his Guard; Yazdan-Farrukh (here called A'dhan-
Farrukh), the son of Abarkan, the Master of his Horse;
Mardan-shina, of Rawandasht, the Commander-in-Chief;
Bundad-Gushnasp, son of Jalhan [^l^Lsll ^ ^ . ^ J ? - olAu],
of Eay, the Head of his Intelligence Department ; and
another Bundad [ a l l
 u l - ^ \ j ^ ^ - V ^ ^ ^ ] > Captain of
the Vanguard. The King expresses his surprise at the
force being so small comparatively, and composed of such
elderly men. Bahram answers, citing several instances of
armies of exactly this size obtaining great victories
[D. 82], and explains his reason for choosing old instead
of young men.
Now when Babram rode forth from the capital at a time
fixed as fortunate by the astrologers, the King ordered the
chief of those skilled in omens to go forth with him to seo
what omen would present itself. So Bahram marched out
with his 1,500 men, and outside the gate there met him
a naked man carrying a basket containing sheep's heads and
J.R.A.S. 1900. 16
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trotters; and Bahrain picked out two of these heads with
his spear and raised them aloft on his lance that all men
might see, but one of them fell back into the basket. So
the soothsayer went back and reported this to the King,
interpreting it thus: " The two heads of which one remained
impaled on the spear and one fell back into the basket are
two foes, of whom he will kill one, but will set the other
free after he has taken him captive. And the naked man
signifies that Bahram will cast off his allegiance to thee and
will depose thee." So when the King heard this, he was
troubled, and lay awake all that night, and next day
consulted the Miibadhdn-mubadh, who further discouraged
the King, so that he sent a letter after Bahram bidding
him return alone to receive a verbal communication. But
Bahram excused himself and continued on his way, and the
King let him go.
When Bahram reached Ahwaz, an old woman complained
to him that one of his troopers had stolen from her a basket
of figs. So Bahram caused the trooper to be beheaded and
his body crucified. He then advanced to Herat, whence
he turned aside into Gilan (!) and proceeded by forced
marches to Balkh, where the Turkish Khaqan [here called
Shdhdnshdh : so D. 81, 1. 11] was encamped. The account
of the diplomacy by which Hurmuzd Khurra - ba - zin
[D. (text) 83 : ^iy)fr ^rV8*] x kept the Khaqan inactive,
until, on Bahrain's approach, he was able to join him, stands
here as in D.; but the fight between the Persians under
Bahram and the Turks under their King, as well as the
preliminary operations, is here described with many details
there wanting. These include Bahrain's harangue to his
troops; his placing fifty men in the rear of his army to
slay any deserters ; and the employment by the Turks in
the battle of lions, elephants, and burning naphtha. The
fight ends, as in D. 84, with the death of the Khaqan at
Bahrain's hands. Bahram Siyawushan is the only man
1
 The form Jurdb-zin appears to be correct. Cf. Noldeke's Sasaniden, p. 289,
n. 1 ad ealc.
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missed on the Persian side, and he presently returns bringing
a Turkish prisoner, who turns out to be the soothsayer
consulted by the late Khaqan. He is beheaded by Bahrain.
The attempt of the Khaqan's son, Yertagin or Teltekin
[here ^XJJ for ^J, : cf. D. 84, T. 272 and n. 2], to
avenge his father's death is given much as in D., but with
details of the fighting and capitulation there omitted. He
is sent a prisoner to King Hurmuzd with 7,000 of his
followers, escorted by Mardan-shina of Rawan-dasht and
3,000 Persian troops. After a month's captivity at the
Persian capital they are restored to liberty, and the King
proceeds to examine the spoils of war sent to him by
Bahram Chubin, against whom [as in D. 85] his suspicions
are aroused by the remark of Yazdan - Gushnasp, "How
ample was the table whence came this morsel! "
The King's insulting message to Bahram Chubin, the
anger of his companions at such ingratitude, their citation
of the proverb "Ardashir is no king and Abarsam [D. 85,
"Yazdan"] is no minister " (explained in D., but not here),
and the manner in which Bahram is goaded into rebellion,
are described as in D., but rather more fully, and with
the following additional incidents. Bahram goes forth to
hunt with Mardan - shina, Yazdan - Gushnasp, Hurmuzd
Khurra-ba-zin, and Yazdak [lower, " Mazdak "] the scribe.
While pursuing a wild ass they lose their way in a wood,
and come at last to a castle, where they seek hospitality.
The others are entertained with food and drink while
Bahram enters. As he is slow to return, Mardan-shina
goes to look for him, and finds him conversing with a very
beautiful damsel, who is giving him advice on some subject
which Mardan-shina cannot understand. On seeing him,
the girl bids him go out again and await his master. When
these two eventually come out, and the girl bids Bahram
God-speed, his companions refrain from questioning him;
but that night Khurra-ba-zin and Mazdak the scribe leave
Bahram, flee to Mada'in, and inform King Hurmuzd of
Bahrain's revolt, and of the girl, whom the Miibadhdn-
mtibadh declares to be a fairy (i_-"JfcvX*Jl ^JAMJ ££^-) and
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the cause of Bahrain's disobedience. Bahrain sends the
King 12,000 knives, of which the points have been bent
up ; and the King, interpreting this as meaning that
he and his 12,000 men have turned aside from their
allegiance, answers him by sending them back with the
points broken off.
The means adopted by Bahrain Chubin to arouse King
Hurmuzd's suspicions against the loyalty of his son Parviz ;
the arrest of that Prince's uncles, Bistam and Bindu'e (here
called " the sons of (UjJlJc^.^ ") ; the Prince's flight to
Xdharbayjan; the King's attempt to conciliate Bahrain; and
the murder of Yazdan - Gushnasp (whose name sometimes
occurs as
 u^ _»-/l«.-sc^ Jj_>) at the hands of his cousin, agree
closely with D. ; but Yazdan-Gushnasp's suspicions against
his cousin are stated to have been evoked by a wise woman
whom he consulted at Hamadan as to the danger which
he incurred by meeting Bahrain. While he was talking
with her, his cousin, whose release from prison he had asked
of the King, happened to enter; and the wise woman on
seeing him immediately exclaimed, "What wouldst thou
with all this questioning ? For behold, thy fate is at the
hands of him who approacheth!" He believed her the
more readily because astrologers had foretold at his birth
that he would meet his death at the hands of a kinsman,
and so resolved on the underhand device for compassing his
cousin's death which cost him his own life.
The narrative now follows D. very closely as far as the
escape of Parviz into Byzantine territory. The encounter
between Parviz and the latter is here placed, however, at
Jalula, instead of Nahruwan ; the names of three of those
who remained faithful to Parviz are here omitted; and the
parley between the two parties is reported more fully, as
well as the Prince's consultation with his deposed and
imprisoned father. For comparison the following passage
(f. 178ff, 11. 20-27), which differs more than usual from D.
(92, 11. 1-3), is given :—
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On arriving at Raqqa [D. 95, Yarm.uk], in Byzantine
territory, under the guidance of an Arab of the tribe of
Tayy, Parviz and his nine remaining companions rest three
days, and then push on through Syria. On the way Parviz
liolds a conversation with a monk, who tells him that the
Byzantine Emperor will bestow on him in marriage his
daughter Maryam and send his son Theodosius [(JW.JU3]
with 70,000 men to subdue the rebels, which will be effected
in seventeen months and eighteen days; and that Parviz
will rule for thirty-eight years. All this he professes to
have discovered from an apocalypse of Daniel in his
possession. Parviz then enquires as to his successor, and
the monk answers :—
LS£--j ^ . -
The monk makes further predictions, and adds that Bistam
will rebel against Parviz, whereupon the latter exacts from
the former an oath that he will not do so.
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On arriving at Antioch, Parviz sends five of his comrades,
viz., Hurmuzd Khurra-ba-zin, Bistam, Shapur Abarkan,
Yazdak the scribe, and another, as an embassy to the
Emperor at Constantinople, with a letter of which the text
is given. The Emperor receives them, promises his help,
and dismisses them much comforted.
The next considerable addition to D.'s narrative (pp. 96-99)
occurs after the flight of Bahrain Chubin across the Oxus
to seek the Khaqan's protection. The Byzantine Emperor
sends a congratulatory message to Parviz, and a gift of
gold and silver vessels and robes embroidered with crosses.
These last are a source of great embarrassment to the Persian
King, who fears that if he wears them he may be regarded
by his people as an apostate from the Zoroastrian religion.
Finally, at the advice of the Miibadhdn-mubadh, he decides
to wear them for a single day to show his gratitude to the
Emperor, and then to discard them. Clad in these robes,
and accompanied by Theodosius, he enters the banqueting-
hall. Some of his followers murmur at seeing him thus
apparelled, saying, "He hath forsaken the Magian religion
and become a Christian." Parviz, hearing this, wished to
show that it was not as they supposed, so he, accompanied
by Theodosius, approached the murmurers, . . . [Here
something is omitted : apparently Parviz took some food
or drink forbidden to Christians from one of his followers,
and offered it to Theodosius, who] refused to touch it, out
of respect for the garments ornamented with crosses which
he wore, but took it from Parviz and handed it back to the
"murmurer" {muzamzim). Thereat Bindu'e was angered
and struck Theodosius, whereupon, notwithstanding the
intervention of Bistam, a serious quarrel arose, and the
Greek Prince demanded of Kisra either the surrender of
Bindu'e, that he might be beheaded, or a duel between the
Greeks and Persians. Parviz, greatly embarrassed, consults
his wife Maryam, who advises him to send Bindu'e to her
brother Theodosius and trust to his forgiving disposition.
This is done, Bindu'e is forgiven, and peace is restored.
Parviz then bids Yazdak the scribe record the names of
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all his Byzantine allies, amongst whom he then distributes
2,500 purses, containing each ten thousand dirhams, and
a thousand qintdrs of gold, each consisting of forty mithqdls;
besides which he sends magnificent gifts to the Emperor,
Theodosius, and the hazarmards [explained on f. 182a:
L/^"~J *• o JLJ t^ -*-£ (*%~** c/"^/"*' to i*j~*s* _.yJy^jiJ-^Ji 1, I h e
Byzantines then return home, while Parviz proceeds to
his capital Mada'in, makes Bindu'e his prime minister,
Bistam governor of Khurasan, Sist&n, Tabaristan, Jurjan,
etc., and divides Persia into thirty - five administrative
departments [cf. D. 102].
22. Khusraw Parviz (A.D. 590-627: N. 178a-2126;
D. 91-115).
The story now reverts to Bahrain Chubin, his reception
by the Turkish Khaqan, and his duel with the rebellious
and arrogant brother of the latter, here called Yaghziin
\.\i))j*&> *n o n e p l a c e <jjj*l. > D. JJJIAJ Boyhaivir~\. At this
point the following incident, lacking in D., is introduced
(f. 187). One day when Bahram is talking with the
Khaqan, the wife of the latter, the Turkish Khatun,
enters, and asks his help in recovering her daughter, who
had been carried off by an ape to a cave in the mountains,
whence it has hitherto been impossible to rescue her, because
the ape hurls down stones on all who approach, and, if
they would shoot at it, holds the girl before it as a target.
Bahram goes to her rescue, and, when the ape shields
itself behind the girl, bids her lift her arm a little, and,
through the space thus left, mortally wounds the ape with
an arrow, rescues her, and hands her over uninjured to her
mother. By this achievement his influence and power are
still further increased.
The account of Bahram Chubin's assassination, and the
exodus of his comrades, led by his brother Mardan-shina
and his brave and beautiful sister Gurdiya, from the land
of the Turks to Daylam, agrees closely with D., but is
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somewhat fuller in the particulars of his death, his dying
injunctions, and his funeral, and adds that the Turkish
slave who assassinated him was put to death with seventeen
others. Khusraw Parviz is delighted on learning that his
powerful opponent is no more, and the day of Bahrain
Chubin's death is thereafter observed in Persia as a festival
until the fall of the Sasanian dynasty. The Khaqan, on
the other hand, does all in his power to show his grief
and to make amends to Bahrain's followers, to whom he
offers the alternatives either of remaining with him as
honoured and protected guests, or of returning, duly guarded
and guided, to their own country. Disgusted with Turkish
treachery, they choose the latter course, and are accordingly
suffered to depart, loaded with presents, under a guard of
a thousand men, who are to conduct them safely to the
frontier. Now the Khaqan had a brother named Barnagh
[ £ j j or j - i ^ ; T. 289, Natra (?)] who loved the beautiful
Gurdiya, whose hand he had sought in vain during her
brother's lifetime. He now attempts to take her by force,
but she, armed with her brother's arms and mounted on
his horse, charges him with her spear and slays him.
Barnagh's followers desire to kill her in revenge, but the
Khaqan, hearing of what has happened, has them seized
and beheaded, and the Persians depart in peace, reach
Daylam, conclude a treaty with the inhabitants, and
settle there.
We now come to that part of the narrative which deals
with the execution of Bindu'e by Parviz, the revolt of
Bistam (cf. T., pp. 478-487, "Emporung des Bistam"),
his campaign against Parviz, his assassination by his wife
Gurdiya, the sister of Bahrain Chubin, at the instigation
of the King, and Gurdiya's marriage with the latter. This
portion differs very little from D. (pp. 105-110). For
J\J~> *j [D. 105] N. has j\y->\ sj. When Parviz sends off
a reassuring letter to persuade Bistam to come to him,
he writes also to Shapur, the son of Abarkan, governor of
Ray, ordering him to seize and behead Bistam on his
arrival, and send the head to him. Bistam receives the
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King's summons at Merv (^iseM-iJ! */*), and Mardan-bih's
warning at Qiimis. On hearing of Bindu'e's death he
faints, but is presently restored by the cold water dashed
over him by his comrades. The check of the King's
generals at Hamadan is here described as a defeat, the
reinforcements brought by the King are numbered at
200,000 instead of 50,000 [D. 108] men, and their halt
is placed at Mahin instead of Qalus, while the ensuing
battle at Hamadan, whither they advance by Sharahin
(lj+!b\jJS» jk^~>j), is said to have lasted not three but two
days. Gurdi is described as the brother, not the nephew,
of Bahram Chubin, and the name of his wife, by whose
means he forwards the King's letter to Gurdiya, is given
as Arjiya (&+>-j\). Qazwin is here described as being
built, not merely garrisoned [D. 110], by Parviz.
At this point [=D. 110, 1. 13] comes another considerable
insertion. First, the King's marriage with Gurdiya, and
the extraordinary honours and favours lavished by him
upon her and Gurdi (who is made Governor of Fars), are
•described. Then a conversation between Parviz and Gurdiya
is reported, in which the King enquires of her how she
succeeded in slaying the Khaqan's brother Barnagh (here
•called j ^ /0* She describes this achievement, and then
exhibits to the King her skill in military exercises and in
the game of polo. The King's wife, Shirin, cautions him.
against Gurdiya, " this she - devil." Then follow some
particulars about Shirin, and an anecdote relating how she
humbles the misogynist Muhadhan-mubadh, which I give in
the original (ff. 193-194) :—
[f. 193b]
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i ^
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cy, Ci3 J J
We now come to the Battle of Dhu Qar and the incidents
connected with it (ff. 194a-205a), omitted by Dinawari, but
given by Tabari (T. 303-345). They are here arranged
under the reign of an-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir, and begin
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with an account of 'Adi b. Zayd al-'Ibadi [T. 312 and n. 2],
King Parviz's interpreter and secretary, who, like his father
and grandfather, " was skilled in both the Arabic and the
Persian languages, and could write both writings." On
the death of al-Mundhir, his son Nu'man is chosen king
from amongst his seventeen brethren by reason of his
comeliness and cleverness, which are accounted for by his
being of Persian extraction on his mother's side. Now
about this time Khusraw Parviz, wishing to buy some Arab
horses, sent an Arab called Hajib to the fair of 'Ukadh.
to buy them, keeping his bow as security for the sum of one
million dirhams entrusted to him, in kind or in specie, for
the purchase. On his return with the horses he receives
his bow, and, in addition, a rich reward from Parviz.
About the same time Nu'man visits the Persian Court, and
finds there embassies from China, India, and the Turks,
as well as the brother of the Byzantine Emperor. These
fall to discussing the respective merits of their different
nationalities. Parviz speaks slightingly of the Arabs,
whom ho describes as poor, half-starved wretches. Nu'man
answers with warmth, and pronounces an eloquent encomium
on their virtues (f. 1965). Parviz acknowledges its truth,
confers honours on Nu'man, and sends him back to Hira.
On his return there, Nu'man summons ten chiefs of the
Arabs, tells them of this discussion, and bids them go to
al-Mada'in and display their wisdom and eloquence before
Khusraw Parviz. Accordingly these ten, to wit, Aktham
b. Sayfi of Tamim, Hajib b. Zurara, Khalid b. Ja'far al-
'Aniiri, 'Alqama b. 'Alata al-'Amiri of Quraysh, al-Harith
b. 'Abbad al-Bakri, 'Amr b. Ma'di-Karib az-Zubaydi, al-
Harith b. JDhalim, 'Amir b. at-Tufayl al-Mazani, Qays
b. Mas'ud, and 'Amr b. Sadus, go before Parviz, and so
impress him with their courage, decision, boldness, wisdom,
and eloquence, that the Persian king exclaims, " Never did
the Arabs fear me so much as I fear them to-day ! " The
Mubadh then warns him that in the time of his grandson
the dominion will pass from the Persians to the Arabs;
" and," adds he, pointing to Yazdigird, the son of Shahriyar,
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the son of Khusraw Parviz, " if I am not mistaken, from
the hands of this boy," to which the King replies, " Well,
so that it be after my time, I care not how it shall be."
He then sends off the Arab envoys with a gift of 1,000
dirhams apiece, and a letter to Nu'man, bidding each tribe
choose for itself a king. Nu'man convenes them at
Khawarnaq and communicates to them the substance of this
letter, whereupon the tribes choose as follows: Himyar
chooses 'Amr b. al-Harith b. Sayf b. Dhi Yazan ; Kinda,
Qays b. Ma'di-Karib; Ghassdn, Sahl b. Malik b. Shimr;
Taym, Hajib b. Zurara; Qays, al-Ahwas b. Ja'far b. Kilab
al-'A'miii ; Fizdra, Kharija b. Hisn b. Hudhayfa ; and
Rabi'a, Qays b. Mas'ud. These seven Nu'man equips and
sends to Khusraw, who crowns them and makes them kings
over their respective tribes.
The causes which led to the battle of Dhu Qar began
with the murder of the above-mentioned 'Adi b. Zayd by
Nu'man b. al-Mundhir. His father Zayd had been sent
by Qabiis b. Nu'man (called Ibn Md'i's - samd) as an
ambassador to Hurmuzd, who was so pleased with him that
he detained him as his secretary and interpreter. This
Zayd died soon after the accession of Khusraw Parviz, who
appointed his son 'Adi to fill his place. Now between the
family of 'Adi b. Zayd and the Banu Nufayla (to which
belonged the aged 'Abdu'l-Masih, said to have been 350
years old at this time!) there was an ancient feud, in
consequence of which one of the latter informed Nu'man
that 'Adi had boasted that he, by his influence with the
Persian King, had obtained for Nu'man the kingdom of
Hira, a statement which greatly enraged him. It was
'Adi's custom to spend three months every year with his
family at Hira; and, on the occasion of this visit, the
Nufayli, by means of a forged letter, so increased Nu'man's
anger that he cast him into prison. 'Adi thereupon wrote
to his brother Ubayy, who was in high favour at the Persian
Court, informing him of his imprisonment. Ubayy made
the matter known to Khusraw Parviz, who at once sent
a messenger to Nu'man, bidding him release 'Adi and
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send him at once to Mad&'in. The messenger, on reaching
Hira, first visited 'Adi in prison and informed him of his
commission. 'Adi begged him not to leave him, lest he
should be put to death by Nu'man, which, in fact, actually
happens so soon as the messenger has departed.
Meanwhile the messenger presents the Persian King's
letter to Nu'man, who bids him take 'Adi out of prison;
but on arriving at the prison he finds 'Adi strangled.
Nu'man then gives him a thousand dinars to induce him
to put a good complexion on the matter in his report to
Khusraw Parviz, who, however, learns the truth from the
son of the murdered man, who succeeds in effecting his
escape. This son is called Zayd, like his grandfather, and
inherits the highest skill of his father and grandfather
(f. 202a) :—
He tells Khusraw Parviz of the beauty of Nu'man's
daughter Hurayqa, his sister Su'da, and his cousin Lubab.
The King thereupon orders him to write to Nu'man bidding
him send these women to the Persian Court. Nu'man, on
receiving this letter, exclaims :—•
Zayd purposely mistranslates ^ s ("wild cattle,"
according to N., but rather, as Noldeke translates, "the
large-eyed ones," T. 328-329) asyw, "cows," to the Persian
royal eunuch who accompanies him. When this reply is
reported to Khusraw Parviz he is greatly angered against
Nu'man, confers the government of Hira on his former
ally Ayas b. Qabisa, and commands that Nu'man shall be
brought to him in chains. Nu'man, forewarned of this,
flees from Hira, leaving his female relatives and property
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under the care of Hani b. Mas'ud al-Muzdalif ash-Shaybani,
and endeavours Io stir up the Arab tribes to revolt against
the Persian King. Meeting with but little success in this
endeavour, he goes to Mada'in, surrenders himself to
Khusraw Parviz, and assures the Persian King that his
expression was misinterpreted by Zayd. Parviz, however,
rejects his excuses, and orders him to be trampled to death
by elephants. The beautiful Hurayqa (or <UyJ»-, or &iUj£~}
•embraces the Christian religion after her father's death,
and becomes a nun at Dayr Hind.
The Persian King, having slain Nu'man in this manner,
sends a message to Ay as b. Qabisa bidding him send his
children, servants, and possessions to Mada'in. Hani
al-Muzdalif, however, to whose care they had been entrusted
by Nu'man, refuses to give them up. Khusraw Parviz,
on hearing this, bids Ayas attack the tribe of Bakr b. Wa'il,
and sends 12,000 troops under Hamarz and the same
number under Hormuzd Khurra-ba-zin, besides another
force under Qays b. Mas'ud, Warden of the Marches of
Chaldea, to extirpate the tribe, who are encamped at a place
called Dhti Qar, five stages out from Madina on the Basra
road. This was in the year A:H. 1, just after the arrival
of the Prophet Muhammad at Madina, and Bakr b. Wa'il,
though not yet professing belief in the Prophet, recited
poems in his praise and invoked his name to their assistance.
We now come to the actual battle of Dhu Qar, whereof
the Prophet said (f. 205r«):—
" To-day is the first day whereon the Arabs held their own against
the Persians, and through me did they conquer " ; that is, by
Ids name, when they chose as their battle-cry, "0 Muhammad!"
The preparations for battle on both sides are described.
Handhala b. Sayyar cuts down the women's litters, so that
flight shall be impossible for his Arabs. Ayas b. Qabisa,
unwilling to fight against his compatriots, proposes to them
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three alternatives, but they elect battle. Hamarz, the
Persian general, conies out and challenges to single combat
with the cry "Mard [>] mardf" (cf. D. 130), "Man and
man" (J^-J L>-^  AA] \\ yjju ). This challenge is accepted,
and he is slain by Zayd b. Hammad al-Yashkuri. The
Persians suffer from want of water. Night intervenes, and
the Arab allies of the Persians agree to desert to the side
of their compatriots on the following day. Notwithstanding
this defection, and the thirst which consumes them, the
Persians fight gallantly, but their leader Khurra-ba-zin
falls, and they are routed and slain. — Poems composed
by the Arabs on this occasion. — Grief and anger of the
Persian King.
The narrative (f. 20oa = D. 110, 1. 13) now rejoins
Dinawari in the account of the eventually disastrous
campaign against the Byzantines, which immediately pre-
ceded the deposition and murder of Khusraw Parviz. The
names of the three Persian generals are here given as
Shahin (as in D. 110), Shahr-bundad (D. Buz, T. Rum-
buzan), and Shahran-zad (D. Shahriyar). Their operations,
till the tide of fortune is turned by Heraclius, are similarly
recounted, and the reference to the Byzantine successes in
the Qur'an (xxx, 1 et seqq. : cf. T. 297) is noted; but
in the section on the Cause of (he Murder of Khusraw
Abanoiz (f. 205J) the Niliayat again becomes much fuller.
Khusraw, angered at the defeat of his army and suspecting
cowardice or treachery, makes out a list of 20,000 soldiers
[cf. D. I l l , 11. 15 et seqq.] whom he consigns to prison,
intending to kill them. He then makes a low-born man
named Khurdadhin minister of finance, who, by his extor-
tions, increases the popular discontent. For Khusraw
possessed vast treasures, of which an inventory was made
in the thirty-fifth year of his reign, when his property
included 3,000 concubines, 1,000 handmaidens, 8,500 horses,
990 elephants, 12,000 mules, 400,000,000 purses of dirhams,
100,000 purses of dinars, and a vast quantity of jewels,
gold and silver plate, furs, precious fabrics, and the like.
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When he had reigned thirty-seven years, he ordered the
captain of his guard to kill the imprisoned soldiers. " How,"
replied he, "shall I kill 20,000 men?" The King orders
him to kill a thousand each day, but he, fearing trouble,
takes no action.
At this juncture arrives the letter from the Prophet
Muhammad bidding the Persian King embrace Islam or do
battle in the following words:—
^ j j ! <dJ!
Khusraw Parviz, infuriated at this letter, writes to
Batlhan, his governor in Yaman, bidding him march on
Madina, fight Muhammad, take him prisoner, and send
him to the Persian capital. He bids the messenger who
bears this letter (a man of ascetic and pious life named
Abanu'e, &y\)\) go first to Madina and invite Muhammad
to come in person and explain his doctrine to the Persian
King. In case of his refusal, the letter to Badhan is then
to be delivered. On reaching Madina, A'Mnu'e is informed
by the Prophet that Parviz is no longer King, having been
deposed on the previous day by his son Shiru'e. i^banu'e,
not believing this, goes to Yaraan and delivers the letter
to Badhan, who decides to wait for news from Persia before
taking any action. Soon a letter arrives from Shiru'e
announcing his accession, and bidding Badhan not to
molest Muhammad. Badhan and man}' of his Persian
followers are hereby converted to Islam.
Next comes the account of the various portents by which
Khusraw Parviz is warned that his death and the destruction
J.R.A.S. 1900. 17
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of his dynasty are at hand. These include a warning vision,
a visitation by an angel, who breaks the staff which typifies
the Persian power, and the writing on the wall, of which
the purport in Arabic is given as follows : —
' LliolkL. ci&e J l j _, il&X* jb j L_^ >y ^ u ^ l a J*iJ
Khusraw Parviz, however, continues impenitent, and
persists in his intention of putting to death the imprisoned
soldiers, whose comrades and friends thereupon depose him,
and make Shiru'e1, his son by Maryatn, the Byzantine
Princess, King in his place. The first intimation that
Parviz has of this is that, awaking early in the morning,
he hears the watchmen around the palace crying, "Pas!
pas! Shirii'e Shahdmhdh!" ("Watch! watch! Shiru'e is
King!" : cf. T. 357 and p. 202, supra). He escapes by
a rope from his palace and flees to a garden called ^\jj<uv],
where he hides, but is discovered later, and imprisoned in
the house of a marzuban named A^k^jit (D. 112). Thither
he is conveyed, with veiled face, on a sorry horse, escorted
by about a hundred troopers. On the way they pass the
shop of a cobbler, who insults the fallen King with cries
of " Wretch ! Libertine ! Tyrant! " and finally hurls a boot
at him which strikes his horse. Thereupon one of the
troopers turns back, reviles the cobbler, and cuts off his
head. The deposed King is finally committed to the custody
of one Hilus or Haylus ((JJJJLJ*-, but lower IJ*I^>- : D. I l l ,
1. 19 ; T. {jMf*L.>-) with a guard of 500 men.
23. Shiru'e (A.D. 627-628: N. 208a-2125; D. 111-116).
Shiru'e begins his reign with the usual throne-speech and
a distribution of gifts and remission of taxes. The nobles
tell him that he must put his father to death, or else they
will depose him. He asks for a day's delay to investigate
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the late King's alleged misdeeds, and sends his chief
secretary (here called Ashtdd-Gushnas, ^ i ? - j l x i l , else-
where (iu*.;auri- t)l-!i-N*)i? i^yM*.j!*j.>- ^L!i**si9 (ju*« -^M "^ J\-'JW«JI9 and
,j^JL>- JLJ : D. 112, Yazddn-Gushnas; T. 362, Aspddh-
Gushnasp) to conduct this enquiry. The charges against
the deposed King (D. 112-113; T. 363-368) are chiefly:
(1) His cruel treatment of his own father, Hurmuzd;
(2) his harshness towards his sons ; (3) the proposed
execution of the 20,000 soldiers ; (4) his greed in appro-
priating to himself so many wives and concubines, of whom
he could not take proper care ; (5) his appointment of the
ignoble Khurdadhin (lower, Khurzadhin) as finance minister,
and the sanctioning of his exactions ; (6) his ingratitude
towards the Byzantine Empire (the Emperor's son is here
called tjMJa*}), and his refusal to return the "Wood of the
True Cross; (7) his slaying Nu'man b. al-Mundhir, not-
withstanding the services rendered by him and his ancestors
to the Persian Royal Family, from the time of Bahram
Gtir, because he refused to give up his daughter Hurayqa.
Shiru'e's letter containing these charges is brought to the
prison by Ashtad - Gushnasp, whose interviews with the
governor of the gaol, Jaylus, and with the deposed King,
are described with great detail (f. 209), including the bad
augury drawn by the latter from a quince which was lying
beside him on a cushion, and which, being disturbed, rolled
on to the carpet and thence into the dust (T. 367-368).
Khusraw Parviz's categorical reply to Shiru'e's accusations
agrees closely with Tabari (pp. 370-379). The Indian
King Purumesha, by whose astrologers Shiru'e's accession
and the date thereof were predicted, is here called \»*?*J»
(cf. D. 113, 1. 19). The third accusation and its answer
differ from T. in that there it is a question of imprisonment
only, not of execution. In the reply to the fifth accusation
mention is made of the peculiar Court of Appeal (^J&'i
,Jlla*!l) established by Khusraw Parviz and described by
the Nidhamu'l - Mulk in his Siydsat - ndma (ed. Schefer,
p. 10). The Indian King's comparison of Persia to
a garden [D. 114, 1. 18; T. 375, n. 1 ad calc. : the King
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is here called ^ . - ^ j ] also occurs here (f. 211«). The sum
given to the Byzantine Emperor, placed by D. (p. 114) at
a million dirhams, is here estimated at 1,500 purses (*;•*:).
Khusraw Parviz concludes his categorical answers to the
charges brought against him with an eloquent defence of
his general policy.
The murder of Khusraw Parviz is described as in
T. 379-382, and his murderer is named, as in that account,
Mihr Hormuzd, son of Mardanshah, but the latter is
described, as in D. 115, as Pddhiispdn (^liL>.jli) of Babel,
not of Nimruz, so that the two accounts seem to be here
combined. The date of the murder is wrongly given as
A.H. 3 instead of A.H. 6 (cf. T. 382, n. 2 ad calc. : Feb. 29,
628). Shiru'e's prime minister is here named, as in the
Mujmil and Persian Tabari, Barrnak son of Piruz, the ancestor
of the Barmecides (cf. T. 383, n. 2 ad calc). The names of
the seventeen brothers murdered by the parricide (cf. T. 383,
n. 1 ad calc.) are here given as follows:—
Seven months later, having reigned only eight months, he
falls sick and dies, and is succeeded by his little son
Ardashir, who is made King under the regency of a man
named Mih-Adhar-Gushnasj) ((j^^A^jl^ : cf. T. 386).
The Fall of the Sasanian Di/nadi/ (A.D. 628-652 :
1ST. 2126-2306 ; D. 116-149).
The short and troubled reigns of the remaining kings
and queens of the House of Sasan need hardly be separated.
Our text here follows Tabari rather than Dinawari. The
army of the usurper Shahrbardz (here ^jj}j-$.2>, an obvious
corruption) is, however, estimated at 24,000 instead of
6,000 men (cf. T. 387 and n. 2 ad calc), and the details
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of his treachery are omitted, while the account of his
assassination is much abridged. Piirdn-dukht, daughter of
Khusraw Parviz, is then made queen, while her little brother
(son of Parviz and Gurdiya, named Juwdnshir in D. 116)
is being educated to assume the reins of government; but
he dies six months later, and she is confirmed on the throne,
issues an address to her subjects, remits one-third of the
taxes, dies after a wise reign of thirteen months (T. 392
has " sixteen months "), and is succeeded by her sister
A'zarml-dtikht.
We now come to the final portion of the book, describing
the Arab invasion and conquest of Persia, which agrees
very closely with Dinawari, though the arrangement of the
matter is slightly different, viz.: D. 116-122; 124-125;
136-137; 126-127; 129-130; 133-137; 141-145; 137-140;
148-149. The Nihdyat confines itself more to Persian
affairs, and has the following additions and variations.
'Umar's harangue on his accession [D. 118]. — His letter
to al-Muthanna [D. 118]. — The name of A'zarmi-dukht
stands for that of Piiran-dukht [D. 120, 1. 2].—On the same
p;ige, the battle is here more fully described: the Persians,
after their first rout, reform at Nahr-Salim, and Mihran
challenges al-Muthanna to single combat, and is slain by
him. Dayr-Qubadh stands for Abar-Qubadh [D. 124, 1. 8].
Poistam, when he has encamped at Dayru'l-A'war [D. 126],
sends for the notables of Hira, amongst whom is the aged
'Abdu'l - Masih b. Hayyan (then about 300 years old),
and reproaches them for their sympathy with the Arabs.
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On the same page [D. 126] some additional particulars
are here given of the exploit of Tulayha, who kills four
[D. "two"] of his pursuers and captures the survivor,
whom he brings before the Arab general, Sa'd b. Abi
Waqqas, and compels to describe the exploit, and to give
information through an interpreter about the position and
strength of the Persian army (estimated at 50,000). This
Persian captive then embraces Islam.
The interview of Rustam [D. 127] with al-Mughira, the
Arab envoy, is also described here with greater detail.
Rustam offers the Arabs abundance of food, and presents of
1000 dinars for 'Umar, 500 for Sa'd, 200 each to a hundred
of the chief amirs, 100 each to a thousand minor captains,
and 20 each to the soldiers. On al-Mughira's refusal of this
proposition and offer of the usual alternatives, Rustam relates
the parable of the Fox in the Vineyard (essentially identical
with that of the "Weasel in the Henhouse in iEsop), to
which he compares the greedy Arabs. A few additional
details of the ensuing battle, in which the Persians are said
to number 100,000 men and 12 elephants, and the Muslims
only 24,000 men, are given, including the part played by
the Arab women and children in checking the initial Arab
retreat, the death of two Persian champions [hazdr-mard),.
and the confusion caused in the Persian ranks by a wounded
elephant [lacuna of one leaf, viz. f. 223). The Persian
words divan amadand cited by D. (p. 133, last line) are
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here explained in Arabic: \JS-?J1 ^ ^j-kLiJU The Persian
commander called Khurrazadh by D. (p. 133) is here called
Khurdadh. The simplicity of the Arabs, as shown by their
ignorance of the value of gold and camphor, is related as
in al-Fakhri (ed. Ahlwardt, p. 100). The crown of Khusraw
Parviz is said to have been amongst the spoils taken at
al-Mada'in, and to have been sent to 'Umar, who hung
it up in the Ka'ba at Mecca, "where it remains till this
day" (f. 2245). Nahavand stands for Hulwan in D. 135,
last line. The Persian army, gathered together at Nahavand,
described by D. [p. 141, 1. 12] merely as "a great host,"
is here estimated at 300,000 men. The names of the Arab
positions before the Battle of Nahavand are nearly the same
as in D. 143, viz. ^laA^Ljill and ^IS.-'A-J, while the name
of the position (distant half a parasang from the Arab lines)
occupied by the Persians under Mardanshah is given as
O-»ii$L>r>-, near a mountain called <_?)/^ . The Arab army
is estimated at one-tenth of the Persian force, viz. 30,000
men. The battle is described as beginning on a Wednesday
[D. 144, "Tuesday"]. The Friday is passed by the Arabs
in prayer, but by the Persians in wine-drinking and song
—an exact parallel to the Norman account of the eve of the
Battle of Hastings. The above - mentioned mountain of
Lj\ji\ (so pointed in this place) takes the place of Diz-I'zad
in D. 144, 1. 19. The number of Persians who perish in
the ditch is stated at "about 100" — probably a clerical
error for 100,000, since otherwise the words " God made
this a destruction to them" would hardly be justified—
while those slain in the battle are estimated at 40,000.
A further stand is made by some of the local marzubdns
and nobles at a village to the north of Nahavand named
^ , l ^ j ^ i (lower, i—djfs), which place is surrendered by
Dinar [D. 145]. The traitor who admits the Arabs into
Shushtar is here called Shanbak [D. 138, " Sina"] ; his
fate is described as in D. The story of Hurmuzan before
'Umar, omitted by D. [p. 140] as too well known to need
repetition, is here given in full, in the usual form. The
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death of Yazdigird, which concludes the narrative, differs
from D.'s account in only two or three minute details. The
number of troops sent by the Kh&qan to Merv under the
command of a Tarkhdn is given as 30,000, and the name
of the river on which was situated the mill where the
unfortunate King was murdered, after he had privily escaped
from Merv by a cord let down over the city wall, is given
as i5°-.)jjN• As to the fate of the traitor Mahu'e. it is said
that he escaped to Fars [D. 149, " Abar-shahr "] and took
refuge with 'Uthman, though according to another account
he was slain at Merv.
Having now completed the examination and analysis of
the Nihdyat, I feel bound to confess that it has hardly
fulfilled my expectations, and that I should have done
better to accept Noldeke's verdict than to spend so much
time in arriving at results which in the main only serve
to confirm it. Yet having devoted to it so much labour,
and still believing that there are in the book elements of
interest, if not of historical value, I desired to make public
the results of my toil, that at least others might be spared
the necessity of devoting to the work energies which might
be better employed. I do not think, closely as it agrees
with Dinawari, that its materials were derived directly
therefrom, but rather that both books were drawn from
a common source. In some cases, as we have seen,
when D. has some expression like " concerning this the
Persians relate many stories," the Nihdyat gives in full
narratives which are presumably the stories in question.
In other cases it contains incidents otherwise known to us
only from single sources, including not only such well-
known histories as Tabari, Hamza, and the Mujmil, but
the rare 'JJyicnu'l-akhbdr of Ibn Qutayba, the works of
al-Jahidh, and the Siyasat-natna. To the minor additions—
such as the exact numbers given in the case of contending
armies, and the like—no great importance can be attached.
The numerous throne - speeches, admonitions, and letters
cited in full may repose on a Pahlavi original, since it is
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generally recognized that such elements entered largely into
the Khuddy-ndmak, and when such are given in Dinawari
the correspondence with our text is close, so that they do
not appear to be arbitrary embellishments added by the
unknown author or compiler. At the lowest estimate, MSS.
of the Nihdyat should undoubtedly be used for help and
•control by any future translator of the earlier portion of
Dinawari's delightful history.
POSTSCRIPT.
Since the above article was in type and finally paged,
I have, with the help of my friend and colleague Mr. Ellis
H. Minns, finished the perusal of Baron Rosen's article in
the Vostochniya Zamyetki, and have learned that practically
all the stories about Khusraw Parviz, Shirin, and Gurdiya,
to which reference is made on pp. 243-245, supra (including
the Story of Mushkddna and the Miibadhdn - mubadh, of
which the Arabic text is here printed), are contained in
the Kitdbu'I - Mahdsin wa'l-Adddd, ascribed to al-Jahidh
(ed. Yan Vloten, pp. 252-257). Had I been aware of this
sooner, I should not, of course, have reprinted this extract.
Essentially the same story is, I believe, told of Aristotle
(who takes the place of the Mubadh) and Alexander (who
takes the place of Khusraw Parviz).
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